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Justice Ginsburg, Gaggle of Solicitors General 
Speak at Law Review Symposium 
BY REBECCA PARKER 
News Editor 
The George Washington University 
Law School was honored last week by the 
presence of Supreme Court Justice Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg at the Symposium on 
the Legacy of the Rehnquist Court spon­
sored by the George Washington Law 
Review. Justice Ginsburg, who shared 
her experiences working with the late 
Chief Justice on Thursday afternoon, 
was asked to attend by her former clerk, 
Professor Amanda Tyler. 
"When I was asked, I looked for­
ward to the Chief's attendance," she said, 
noting that she hoped the Symposium 
would be a forum to congratulate the 
Chief on 19 years at the helm. 
Ginsburg praised the Chief's 
strength in his battle with the cancer that 
would eventually take his life. "His cour­
age and determination were exemplary," 
she said. "He inspired others battling 
debilitating diseases to carry on with 
their lives as best as they can." 
"On the [day after the Chief's 
death], we all released statements. I 
said that of all the bosses I've had as a 
lawyer, teacher and a judge, Chief Justice 
Rehnquist was the fairest and the most 
efficient. Presiding over six prime dons 
and two prima donnas, he kept us all in 
line and on time." 
Ginsburg also provided a more 
personal look at her late colleague, not­
ing that the Chief Justice was a painter, 
a lover of chocolate chip cookies brought 
in by his son, an aspiring mystery-fiction 
writer and an able 
grill tender. 
Perhaps not an 
infallible trial judge, 
however, as Ginsburg 
told of the Chief's 
experience presiding 
over a civil jury trial 
in Richmond. "Ac­
cording to reports, 
he quickly took con­
trol," she said. "In 
the course of time 
though the judgment 
he entered was re­
versed per curiam 
by the Fourth Cir­
cuit." To which she 
repeated the old ad­
age, "Supreme Court 
Justices are not final 
because we are infal­
lible, but infallible 
because we are final." 
On judicial philosophy, Gins­
burg conceded that she and the Chief 
were often at odds. She said 
that the Chief likened the role 
of a judge to that of a basketball 
referee "who is obliged to call a 
foul against the home team at 
a critical moment in the game. 
He will be booed, but he has 
to call it as he saw it, not as the 
home team wanted him to." 
In one instance of 
Photo by Claire Donovan Duggan 
Justice Ginsburg speaks to the 
Symposium audience about the late 
Chief Justice Rehnquist. 
agreement, Ginsburg referenced the 
Chief's concurrence in United States v. 
Virginia, where she 
authored an opin­
ion finding Virginia 
Military Institute's 
single sex admissions 
policy in violation of 
the Equal Protection 
clause. She said that 
while reviewing the 
record she feared that 
Rehnquist would op­
pose her position. 
In the end, however, 
Justice Scalia was 
alone in dissent. 
Ginsburg was re­
lieved that the Chief 
joined her, noting 
that Scalia "directed 
many arrows at the 
Chief's opinion that 
otherwise would 
have been aimed in 
my direction." 
Justice Ginsburg concluded her 
remarks noting the precarious position 
a Chief Justice fills, especially when 
elevated to preside over those who have 
been his peers. "The Chief Justice is 
given the tools to be first among equals," 
she said. "But his status depends on 
how he uses those tools. Chief Justice 
Rehnquist used to great effect the tools 
that Congress and tradition entrusted 
to him to lead the third branch, and he 
engendered the biding appreciation of all 
who care about the health and welfare of 
the federal court system. I was deeply 
honored to serve with him." 
Following the remarks of Justice 
Ginsburg, a panel of former Solicitors 
General assembled in the Jack Morton 
Auditorium to share their perspectives 
as advocates before the Chief Justice. 
Moderator and current Solicitor General 
Paul Clement began, saying that "follow­
ing Justice Ginsburg is a bit like arguing 
an ERISA case just after a big Constitu­
tional case, I'm glad the courtroom hasn't 
cleared." Joined by colleagues Drew 
Days, Walter Dellinger III, Maureen 
Mahoney, Ted Olson and Seth Waxman, 
Clement headed the panel. 
See SYMPOSIUM page 3 
Students Win International 
Space Law Moot Court 
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI 
Asst. News Editor 
GW Law Students Olivia Hussey 
and Kristie Blase formed the winning 
North American team that defeated 
competitors from Asia and Europe to win 
the Manfred Lachs 
Space Law Moot 
Court Competition, 
a challenge that re­
volves around issues 
of international law, 
in Fukuoka, Japan on 
October 21. 
Three sitting 
justices of the Inter­
national Court of Jus­
tice presided at the 
event, held at Seinan 
Gakuin University in 
Fukuoka, and challenged the competitors' 
arguments regarding the international 
BY CHRISTINA E. VON SPIEG ELFELD 
Staff Writer 
Olivia Hussey and Kristie Blase with 
their championship trophy. 
law of space. The competition 
was founded in 1992, and ini­
tially involved competitors from 
American University, George­
town University, and the George 
Washington University, but has 
since been expanded to include 




rounds in April, the 
first of which was 
against Georgetown 
and McGill Universi­
ties. They competed 
in a semifinal round 
that took place on Oc­
tober 18, 2005, before 
the final competition 
began. 
Contentious is­
sues of international law played into the 
problem that competitors were asked to 
Street Law Mentoring Program MorpHs into \ 
Coaching Program in Response to Legal Concerns 
interest among the Law School student 
body to serve as mentors numbering more 
than a 100, the Student Group had already 
prepared permission slips for the junior 
high students to take home before the 
Mentoring Program came to the attention 
of the Pro Bono Committee. 
At meetings with the Pro Bono 
Committee, which has student and faculty 
members, several concerns about the Men­
toring Program were discussed. One major 
concern was exposure to liability because 
a mentoring program would entail having 
Law School adults alone with junior high 
students. 
Charles Barber, the General Counsel 
for George Washington University, was 
asked about what safeguards the mentor-
See STREET page 2 
The Street Law student group's 
("Student Group") Coaching Program is a 
new addition to their slate of teaching law-
related classes at junior high schools and 
entails law students volunteering to coach 
junior high students to prepare then} for a 
Mock Legislature and Mock Trial. While 
the Coaching Program is new this year, it 
is actually the end result of the Student 
Group's attempts last year at implementing 
a Mentoring Program. 
Implementing the Mentoring Pro­
gram proved to be more complicated and 
drew much more scrutiny than anticipated 
by the student-run Street Law group. With 
answer. "The competition covered issues 
of international liability for the effects of 
space-based activities," said Blase in an 
e-mail interview. "Damage occurred in 
outer space and on Earth's surface (territo­
rial waters & land pollution) because of 
events that occurred in outer space. Issues 
of law of war, international environmen­
tal law, fault, negligence, and self defense 
played into these liability issues." 
The competition focused on the 
U.N. Charter, space treaties, and custom­
ary international law relating to armed 
conflict, self-defense, and international 
environmental law. Blase and Hussey 
wrote briefs for the regional rounds that 
they then revised for the semifinal compe­
tition at the World Aeronautical Congress 
in Fukuoka. "Each of us spoke for fifteen 
minutes more than we were allocated by 
the division of time," said Blase. 
"Both Olivia and I interned at 
NASA HQ Office of the General Counsel 
in the summer of 2004," said Blase. "We 
learned about the competition during that 
summer and became very interested in it. 
We did some research into it, and asked 
See SPACE page 3 
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Halloween Party Smashes Attendance Record 
BY JEFF WINMILL 
Staff Writer 
Lu's, the madri gras club in south DuPont. 
Last month, Lu Lu's bumped the GW 
Law party to accommodate MTV's real 
The Grind was on, or temporarily world. "We had to do some last minute 
off, depending on how you look at it, at scrambling," recalled Kris, "there aren't 
the 2006 GW Law Halloween party at that many places that can accommodate 
H20 last Friday night. For a few hours 850 people and an open bar." 
future congressmen and congresswomen H20, a large discotheque in South-
forgot their ambitions west D.C., was chosen as 
and potential prosecutors a replacement because 
put the MPC aside and . /~<\M/ of its ample space and 
grinded with abandon on «3/// CC rnOSI (/ rt generous group discount. 
H20's dance floor, sweat- Students don't However, this choice was 
ing out half a semester of have jewelry like complicated by the fact 
statutes and unlimited rail that the week prior for-
booze, to a background of that OV U blue mer Rock-a-fella rapper 
Bon Jovi, Madonna and Lamborghini, we Cam'ron Giles was shot 
Digital Underground. at' *n '70t^ arms while driv-
"We wanted everybody assunted things fng away from the club. 
to just have a good time" would be fine. " Cam'ron was the victim 
said party organizer and of an apparent hijacking 
program board director and was wearing roughly 
Kris Cash. $200,000 worth of jew-
The annual GW Halloween party, elry and driving a blue Lamborghini at 
held for the first time at H20, was attend- the time of the shooting, 
ed by roughly 1000 students, the largest H20 bouncers were reluctant to 
turn out in the events history. The party discuss the shooting. The GW program 
has been in the works since August, and board was also not contacted about the 
was originally scheduled to be held Lu incident. "I was surprised. You would 
have thought that they would have at least most were dismayed. The situation was 
called us," Cash said. "But since most quickly remedied, however, when Pro-
GW students don't have jewelry like that gram Board director Kris Cash brandished 
or a blue Lamborghini, we assumed things her GW Law legal skills, 
would be fine." Whether or not H20 "The contract clearly said there 
beefed up security following the incident, would be an open bar from 10:00 pm 
all who entered the club were frisked and to 3:00am," Cash said. H20 had appar-
security guards were ently underestimated 
ever present. , the combined thirst of 
The vast majority H20 had apparently a 1000 law students, 
of student's arrived in underestimated the "They said we drank 
SETJSTSSS combined Mrs, of a ^£££3, 
dance. Pimps, French 1000 law Students. breach a contract for 
maids and GW Law that." At 1:30 a.m. 
professors were also Cash and H20's owner 
well represented. 1L Larry Sandell was took out the actual contract and examined 
a cow. the language. The open bar resumed 
When asked the message his cos- thereafter and the libations- continued 
tume was designed to convey, Sandell unabated. According to Cash, "It was the 
replied, "It was cheap." When pressed, first time I felt like a lawyer." 
Sandell revealed his costume's origin: Overall the party was a welcome 
"My girl friend was a cow girl. So, you relief from the rigors of law school. The 
know." Program Board, and all who organized 
Overall the party went off without the event, achieved a rare feet: keeping 
a hitch. One potential tragedy nearly 1000 law students in a room for four hours 
emerged when, at around 1 a.m., the without the words "loans," "jobs" and 
bartenders closed the open bar and began "homework" dominating the conversa-
charging for drinks. Many students left, tions. • 
STREET from page i. 
ing program could use to address these 
liability concerns. In his memo, he rec­
ommended criminal background checks, 
operational standards and a carefully 
drafted reVease. 
BarBer noted that the proposed 
Mentoring Program did not necessar­
ily fall under the purview of the fairly 
recent D.C. law "Criminal Background 
Checks for the Protection of Children 
Act of 2004" which require criminal 
background checks, but advised that 
participating law students go ahead and 
obtain the criminal background checks. 
Although the criminal background 
checks would typically cost $35 per in­
dividual, Jasmine Aherne, 3L day and 
co-President of the Student Group with 
Dionne Sethna, said that the interested 
law students had no qualms about going 
through a criminal background check or 
paying for them. 
Barber also recom­
mended the adoption of 
operational standards and 
putting such standards 
in writing. To minimize 
the risk of liability, such 
standards would require 
meeting with junior high 
school students in pairs 
and avoiding one-on-one 
sessions witfrmentees. 
The operational 
standards would have 
also proscribed certain 
mentor acts such as pro­
viding gifts to junior high school students 
and bringing the students to their homes. 
Barber also recommended that the junior 
high students and their parents be al­
lowed to express a preference for a male 
or female mentor. 
One of the proposed activities 
under the Mentoring Program was the 
assistance law students would provide on 
a letter writing campaign to the D.C. City 
Council. Barber said that the operational 
standards would have to explicitly pro­
hibit students from imposing their views 
on the mentored students or to suggest 
specific topics for the letters. Finally, 






even count as 
a Pro Bono 
program. 
lease for claims against the university be 
included in a permission slip. 
The second major concern was 
whether the Mentoring Program could 
even count as a Pro Bono program. As 
Associate Dean of Student Affairs, Renee 
DeVigne, explained, "The Mentoring 
Program may not meet the test for Pro 
Bono legal -work in the traditional sense. 
Pro bono work is legal services provided 
to those with limited means and those 
with a particular legal issue." 
"In Street Law, students teach 
elementary principles of law to young 
students and it is debatable whether 
that is truly pro bono legal service," 
said DeVigne. Using the example of a 
lawyer providing free legal assistance to 
a battered woman or to an economically 
disadvantaged tenant, DeVigne noted, 
"one can argue that working with teenag­
ers in a classroom is not a provision of 
legal services." 
On the other hand, it is also de-
batable whether the defi­
nition of the pro bono 
work that students get 
credit for should be so 
limited. Some faculty 
and students involved in 
the discussions say that 
overall, rather than focus­
ing on definitions of strict 
legal representation, it is 
arguably more important 
that the more pro bono 
opportunities available 
to students, the more in­
digent people are being 
helped. 
The Street Law student group had 
hoped that the Mentoring Program would 
essentially be a one-on-one Street Law for 
students who are especially interested 
in learning about the law. According 
to their proposal, pairing law students 
with junior high students would be an 
enhanced learning experience because 
it would combine group and individual 
lessons with interactive activities. As a 
result, the junior high students would 
benefit from a wide variety of teaching 
methods and will learn more as they 
participate in lessons beyond classroom 
walls. 
It is still not clear to the Student 
Group whether more particularized or 
specialized training and faculty supervi­
sion could have addressed the concerns 
raised by the Mentoring Program. Simi­
larly, it is also unclear as to what remedies 
are needed to be able to implement the 
Mentoring Program as fully envisioned. 
Professor Catherine Ross, the fac­
ulty advisor for the Coaching Program, 
said, "I think that if the students under­
stand what the concerns are, that it could 
be a learning experience so that in the 
future, when students have original and 
exciting projects to do, they will have 
been able to anticipate some of the issues 
while they are developing their ideas and 
try to address them in advance." 
Nonetheless, to address the con­
cerns, the Student Group restructured 
the Mentoring Program into the Coach­
ing Program by cutting out significant 
portions of the former. In the Coaching 
Program, coaches will visit the junior 
high school between one to four times 
during the week before the Mock Legisla­
ture and Mock Trial to teach the students 
about the legislative process. Coaches 
would also engage the students with 
some practice exercises and then guide 
them through the legislative process at the 
Mock Legislature and Mock Trial. 
Portions of the Mentoring Program 
that were cut were its Community Works 
program where the Student Group would 
provide students with interactive lessons 
that provide practical crime prevention 
knowledge using the Teens, Crime, and 
the Community program curriculum 
and the "Write a Letter to Your Local 
Representative" activity. 
Additionally, a long list of ideas 
for educational excursions had been 
prepared by the Student Group. How­
ever, there will no excursions under the 
Coaching Program. 
Although the Coaching Program is 
not exactly the Mentoring Program that 
Aherne had envisioned, the discussions 
did not necessarily preclude developing 
the Coaching Program into something 
more in the future. Aherne said that after 
expending almost 1000 hours last school 
year trying to get the Mentoring Program 
implemented, she did not have the energy 
to consider working on such a task this 
school year. 
As a result of the discussions, the 
Street Law student group also now has a 
faculty advisor, as well as a faculty advi­
sor for the Coaching Program. Professor 
Anne Olesen is the advisor to the Street 
Law student group and thought that the 
Coaching Program that the students came 
up with was a good response to faculty 
concerns. "I was very pleased that the 
Street Law students came up with such 
a creative compromise that seems to 
meet everyone's needs and concerns," 
she said. 
Specifically, Olesen said the Coach­
ing Program is more closely tied to the 
Street Law classes than the mentoring 
program was because through coaching, 
law students would be helping the stu­
dents prepare for the mock legislature and 
mock trials. She also said that the Coach­
ing Program allowed the law students to 
give more individualized attention to the 
junior high students which was an impor­
tant goal of the mentoring program. 
Dean DeVigne, who had also par­
ticipated in a Street Law program as a law 
student at Georgetown, had high praises 
for the Student Group. "I commend all 
students who exhibited leadership in the 
effort. It has been truly remarkable. It is 
a testament to the commitment students 
have to Street Law that so much has been 
accomplished without faculty involve­
ment in prior years." 
Professor Ross also said, "I was very 
impressed with the work of the Street 
Law group in coming up with such an 
innovative idea and particularly in tak­
ing the initiative to talk to the university 
counsel. I thought they did a terrific job 
and displayed a lot of commitment and 
I give them a lot of credit for what they 
have accomplished." 
GW's Street Law student group has 
been teaching law-related classes at Fran­
cis Junior High School for over fifteen 
years. They have expanded their program 
in the last year and now also teach at 
MacFarland Middle School. The group 
also hopes to expand to include Jefferson 
Junior High and Washington-Lee High 
School in Arlington. 
To volunteer as a coach, e-mail Al­
lison Young at ayoung@law.gwu.edu or 
Mara McDermott at mmcdermott@law. 
gwu.edu to sign up. • 
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Panelists discussed Rehnquist's 
great respect for the position of Chief 
Justice and the traditions of the Court. 
Maureen Mahoney, former Deputy So­
licitor General and clerk to the Chief, 
said that Rehnquist asked her why she 
didn't appear in the traditional morning 
suit of pinstriped pants, long coat and 
gray vest normally worn by Solicitors 
General. Mahoney told the Chief "if I 
were to wear the equivalent of a morn­
ing suit to court I would wear a wedding 
dress." 
A stickler for tradition and struc­
ture, all panelists shared a common em­
phasis on Rehnquist's stringent enforce­
ment of the "red light." Former Solicitor 
General Seth Waxman said that before 
his tenure in the SG's office he had not 
argued before the Supreme Court. On 
his first day in argument he expected the 
time limits to be enforced loosely as they 
are in lower courts of appeal, but was 
surprised to find that both attorneys and 
Justices would be silenced mid-syllable. 
"He was an equal opportunity cutter-of­
fer," Waxman said. 
In balance to Rehnquist's stoic de­
meanor - referred to by Justice Ginsburg 
as Nordic cool - panelists recounted the 
Chief's sense of humor, though as Clem­
ent lamented, advocates were occasion­
ally the subject of it. On Rehnquist's 
last day of oral argument he followed 
the announcement of the opinions in 
the Ten Commandments cases by jok­
ing that he didn't know there were that 
many Justices on the Court. Similarly, 
Mahoney noted that when Rehnquist's 
appointment was announced, a member 
of the media asked what Mrs. Rehnquist 
had to say. "She said 'put your dishes in 
the dishwasher,'" responded the Chief. 
Also known for his meticulous 
attention to detail and tremendous com­
mand of case law, Waxman joked that 
an advocate was in harm's way if she 
cited a law review article at argument. 
On one of his days before the Court, 
a party opposing Clement referenced 
a case not mentioned in the brief. The 
Chief quickly interrupted her to say that 
there were two cases by the name she 
mentioned, rattled off the citations and 
asked which she meant to invoke. 
Another of his favorite inquiries, 
Rehnquist famously asked advocates to 
cite their best case for a given proposi­
tion. Clement noted the danger in an­
swering the question since the Chief was 
likely prepared to discredit any case the 
advocate might mention. 
Panelists felt that many of the lead­
ership qualities Rehnquist embodied are 
likely to reappear in former Rehnquist 
clerk and now Chief Justice Roberts. 
With respect to Rehnquist's judi­
cial philosophy, panelists agreed that an 
emphasis on federalism, or separation 
of powers as categorized by Olson, and 
deference to the legislature will likely 
emerge as the enduring hallmarks of the 
Rehnquist Court. 
Mahoney felt that this aspect of 
Rehnquist's approach to cases may have 
resulted in a misinterpretation of his 
actual beliefs. She cited media reports 
characterizing Rehnquist as antagonistic 
to feminism and gender equality. To the 
contrary, she discussed the active role he 
took in helping her advance her career. 
Mahoney felt that decisions such as his 
dissent in Roe are often interpreted as 
an indication of an anti-feminist agenda 
rather than a broader respect for legisla­
tive authority and narrow interpretation 
of due process. Mahoney praised the 
Rehnquist led resurgence of legal con­
servatism. 
"I think it's fair to say that he 
changed the nature of legal discourse in 
America," she said. "He made it popular, 
or at least acceptable, to be a conservative 
legal thinker, something that was out of 
fashion when he came to the position." 
It's not clear that former Acting Solici­
tor General Walter Dellinger III would 
agree, however, since he categorized the 
Rehnquist Court as much too willing to 
overturn acts of Congress. 
Former Solicitor General Drew 
Days discussed Rehnquist's judicial 
philosophy as Rehnquist evolved from 
a dissenting Associate Justice to a 
Chief often in the majority. Days saw 
Rehnquist's major issues as federalism, 
the establishment clause and federal 
jurisdiction. "Justice Rehnquist had a 
clearly thought out mission from the time 
he joined the Court," Days said. "And 
he was able to convert his dissents into 
majority opinions." 
Overall, despite differences in poli­
tics, the panelists remembered a cerebral 
man who presided with grace and dignity 
over the High Court and worked to foster 
fairness and efficiency in the American 
legal system. • 
Who Needs Bake Sales? 
Students Hold Successful Texas 
Hold'em Fundraisers 
SPACE from page 1. 
nr a crash course in space law from one 
f the attorneys at NASA OGC, Steve 
dirmina." 
Notably, the three judges involved 
i the international competition, Judges 
loroma, Owada, and Vereshchetin were 
espectively from countries as different 
s Sierra Leone, Russia, and Japan. The 
ompetitors hailed from Cambridge 
Jniversity and Singapore University, 
'he team from Cambridge University 
lat represented Europe included Chris 
)wen, Alessandro Turati and Daniel 
lovensiepen. The team that represented 
Lsia wa s from the National University 
f Singapore, and included Kirpalani 
Rakesh Gopal, Joan Lim Pei Hoon, and 
Sheik Umar. 
"Space law is one of the true in­
ternational law arenas, in my opinion," 
says Blase. "I think that it's very impor­
tant, because of the disparate effects and 
benefits that are inherent in outer space 
activities. Space activities can affect not 
only the state supporting those activities 
(and its national players), but also non-
space faring states. It's very important 
to establish (he rule of law in outer space 
before humans turn to space en masse." 
But the competition was not without 
its difficult moments, according to Blase. 
"It was such an exciting opportunity, but 
I was so incredibly nervous that I was 
sweating!" H 
BY ERIC C. JESCHKE 
Staff Writer 
Why does California have the most lawyers 
and New Jersey the most 
toxic waste dumps? 
New Jersey had first pick. 
During Thirsty Thursday on No­
vember 3rd, the Jewish Law Students 
Association (JLSA) sponsored a Texas 
Hold'em Poker Tournament. The tour­
nament drew 23 competitors with the top 
four splitting $320 in prize money. 1L 
Jose Hernandez finished in first place and 
received $200. 
"The purpose of the tournament," 
said JLSA Vice President David Mayman, 
"was to raise money for the Jewish Law 
Student Association, as well as to elevate 
student awareness of our activities and 
our presence on campus." 
Over the last few years, poker has 
made a comeback in popular culture, 
largely on the back of a wildly popular 
seven-card variation, Texas Hold'em. 
The Bravo Network has one of its biggest 
hits with a show called "Celebrity Poker 
Showdown." During each episode, five 
B-list celebrities play No Limit Texas 
Hold'em at the Palms in Las Vegas to raise 
money for their favorite charities. 
ESPN has a weekly show televising 
highlights from each event in the presti­
gious World Series of Poker (WSOP). 
The WSOP consists of 45 events, drawing 
an estimated thirty-two thousand entrants 
and paying out over $106 million in prize 
money with $7.5 million to the world 
champion. 
In fact, a resurgent poker seems om­
nipresent. According to ESPN, New York 
Yankee third baseman Alex Rodriguez 
was recently cautioned by the club's front 
office that playing poker in illegal clubs 
could be harmful to his image. The pe­
rennial all-star reportedly attended poker 
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thing about the World Series of Poker on 
ESPN is that you get to see their cards and 
try to think of how you would play," said 
2L Neil Yallabandi, who played in the 
JLSA tournament. "I know I am never 
going to play in the NBA but with poker 
there is a sense of accessibility. Recently 
there have even been a number of ama­
teurs winning some of the bigger national 
tournaments." 
Other student organizations besides 
JLSA have also recently held poker tour­
nament fundraisers. The GW Anarchist 
Collective co-sponsored a tournament 
on September 25th at Dr. Dremo's in 
Arlington to raise money for Hurricane 
Katrina relief. 
"The Anarchist Collective and Law 
Review planned the tournament and a 
number of organizations, such as EJF and 
the National Lawyers Guild came in later 
Photo by Jason Stone 
Students enjoy Hold'em and cheap beer at Dr. Dremo's. 
and donated the prize money," said Anar­
chist Collective Minister of Information 
Ben Hiltzheimer. "It was great because 
then one hundred percent of the buy-in 
money went directly to Katrina relief." 
The Anarchist Collective/Law Review 
fundraiser raised approximately $1,200. 
The GW Law Softball Club also 
held a poker tournament fundraiser last 
spring at McFadden's to raise money to 
cover accommodations and registration 
costs for the 2005 UVA Law Softball Tour­
nament in Charlottesville, Virginia. 
Poker tournaments raise money 
through the buy-in fee charged to each 
player. The JLSA tournament had a 
$20 buy-in for each of the 23 players. 
Five players bought in a second time to 
allow them to play longer into the tour­
nament. 
In Texas Hold'em, at a table be­
tween two and ten players, each player 
is dealt two cards face down. A round 
of betting is held before the dealer places 
three communal cards on the table. This 
round is called "the flop." Another round 
of betting is followed by a fourth commu­
nal card face up in a round known as "the 
turn." A third round of betting is followed 
by the fifth and final communal card face 
up in a round called "the river." Players 
then have a final round of betting before 
showing their cards. Each player then 
makes t\ve best poket band poss\b\e nsm% 
five cards selected from the five face-up 
cards and their two face-down cards. 
The pace of the game can be con­
trolled by placing limits on the amount 
that can be bet in each round. In the 
JLSA tournament, this limit was slowly 
increased throughout the night. Tourna­
ment coordinators can also adjust the level 
of the blinds, 
which are 
forced bets by 
the first two 
players dealt 
cards in a giv­
en hand, in 
order to con­
trol the game. 
When a player 
is out of chips, 
they are out 
of the tourna­
ment, unless 




with $1,250 in chips," said Mayman. 
"The blinds started at $25 and $50 and 
were raised at regular intervals. By t he 
time there were only two players left 
they had been increased to $2000 and 
$4000." 
The success of the JLSA tourna­
ment and similar fundraisers is a welcome 
sign for student organizations that often 
find fundraising to be a difficult task. 
These events show that a well-planned 
fundraiser can be an event in itself. 
"The idea to have a poker tourna­
ment came up last year," said Mayman. 
"However, the board decided to push the 
tournament to this year so that we could 
really make it a huge success. The tour­
nament was just one of our many events 
that we've put on this semester, albeit it 
was one of our biggest and most popular 
ones." • 
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Panelists Debate Balancing Due Process with Terrorism 
BY JOHN WALKER 
Staff Writer 
In the final of several panels in­
cluded in its symposium in honor of the 
late Chief Justice William Rehnquist, the 
George Washington University Law Re­
view brought constitutional law scholars 
together in the Moot Court room on Fri­
day, October 28 to discuss the difficult task 
of considering the role that due process 
should take in trying suspects of terrorism. 
The event was moderated by the Honor­
able Steven Colloton of the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. 
Only one panelist, the Law School's 
own Jonathan Turley, rejected the argu­
ment that Article III courts were unsuited 
to try citizens who are suspected of terror­
ism. Turley opened his remarks by con­
demning till nine justices of the Rehnquist 
Court for expanding a practice that Turley 
identifies as "constitutional fact finding," 
which he dates back to the filing of the 
famous Brandeis Brief in 1908. That docu­
ment argued in favor of Oregon's restric­
tions on women's working rights based on 
psychological evidence as well as legal ar­
guments. In its opinion in Muller v. Oregon, 
the Supreme Court used the psychological 
"evidence" to support the majority view 
in favor of Oregon's laws. A more recent 
episode of such "extrinsic" fact finding 
occurred when the Supreme Court made 
the arbitrary decision that Article III courts 
were unsuited to try suspected terrorists, 
Turley said. He pointed out that prior to 
the attacks of September 11,2001, Article 
HI courts had tried and convicted members 
of Al-Qaeda. 
The other panelists disagreed, ac­
knowledging that the risks involved with 
terrorism required a different standard of 
process in some circumstances, but were at 
odds with exacdy when and by whom the 
decision to forego traditional due process 
should be made. Burt Neuborne, Inez 
Milholland Professor of Civil Liberties 
at New York U niversity School of Law, 
argued that there are two basic notions 
of process in question, democratic and 
authoritarian. 
Under democratic notions, Neu­
borne explained, the courts assume the 
best about the defendant and the worst 
about the state that is bringing them to 
trial; under the authoritarian version, the 
inverse applies. Neuborne said that there 
are times when citizens suspected of ter­
rorism should be prosecuted in tribunals 
under the authoritarian version of the 
courts. "In a war," Neuborne said, "there is 
no breathing space for freedom." The ques­
tion, he said, hinged on who should make 
the decision as to when to bring citizens 
to trial in a tribunal rather than an Article 
III court. The answer, Neuborne said, 
was Article HI courts themselves, with the 
express and explicit direction of Congress. 
Neuborne also said that Congress should 
give its express and explicit consent before 
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the suspension of First Amendment rights 
and the violation of international law by 
the president during wartime. 
John Yoo, Professor of Law at the 
University of California, Berkeley School 
of Law, expressed his surprise at being 
somewhat in agreement with Neuborne. 
He re-characterized Neuborne's democrat­
ic versus authoritarian distinction as more 
accurately being a distinction between 
what should be considered crime and what 
should be considered war. The objective 
of a court dealing with crime, Yoo said, 
was primarily to hold criminals account­
able. With war, however, the objective is to 
prevent unfavorable events from occurring, 
which, more than criminal proceedings, in­
volves prediction and making assumptions 
about people. Such proceedings would 
not work well under Article III courts' 
standards of obtaining evidence and their 
inability to change their mind on a deci­
sion. Yoo characterizes such courts as too 
generalized, decentralized, and slow to 
handle cases which involve wartime activi­
ties. Yoo embraced and defended the status 
quo as to what is currently going on with 
so-called enemy combatants being held by 
the government. Yoo argued that there 
have been no problems serious enough to 
cause public concern. He noted that there 
has been no suspension of habeas corpus 
and very few citizens actually detained as 
enemy combatants. Given this, Yoo said, 
the public should not overreact in deference 
to civil liberties. 
George Washington University 
Professor of Law, Gregory Maggs, seemed 
more or less to agree, detailing a long and 
extensive fist of cases which he character­
ized as providing a strong precedent for 
deference to the executive branch regarding 
issues of national security, which he argued 
the Rehnquist court duly followed. • 
Former clerks, journalists, 
discuss Rehnquist 
BY RAHKEE VEMULAPALLI 
Staff Writer 
Former Clerks reminisce, dis­
cuss legacy of Rehnquist 
"Tell me the countries that surround 
Czechoslovakia." 
During his interview for a clerk­
ship with Chief Justice Rehnquist, Paul 
Zidlicky had to answer some unexpected 
questions. Zidlicky, a 1993 graduate of 
the Law School, was one of four GW 
grads who had clerked for Rehnquist par­
ticipating in a panel discussion about his 
legacy during Law Review's "Symposium 
on the Legacy of the Rehnquist Court" on 
October 27 and 28. Former Law School 
Dean and current University of Utah 
President Michael K. Young, himself a 
former Rehnquist clerk, moderated the 
panel. 
The Chief Justice's love of esoter­
ic geography was just one of the insights 
the clerks were able to offer into the life of 
their former boss, who held a position that 
remains shrouded in mystery in an era of 
media saturation. Because of their privi­
leged relationship to Rehnquist, Young 
said that the clerks could offer a unique 
"color commentary on the intellectual 
face" of the former Chief Justice. 
Both Courtney Gilligan, GW Law 
2004, and Zidlicky recounted Rehnquist's 
enduring love of tennis. The Chief Justice 
only hired three clerks when he was enti­
tled to either four or five in order, Zidlicky 
joked, to avoid "messing up the doubles 
games." Gilligan said that Rehnquist 
insisted on playing tennis with his clerks 
in order to stay in shape for his summers 
in Vermont, where he played tennis with 
other eighty year olds. When Gilligan 
warned him that her lack of athletic 
prowess might slow the game, Rehnquist 
replied, "Courtney, I'm very old." 
The former clerks on the panel 
agreed that Rehnquist was a brilliant and 
generous boss who inspired loyalty and 
admiration from his clerks. Greg Garre, 
who clerked in the 1992-93 term and 
was the first Law School grad ever hired 
for a clerkship by Rehnquist, noted that 
95 of 102 of Rehnquist's clerks came to 
DC from around the world to pay their 
respects after his death. • 
Journalists describe covering 
Rehnquist beat 
Three journalists who covered the 
Supreme Court beat during Rehnquist's 
term as chief justice noted the collegial-
ity and anonymousness that marked his 
term during a panel discussion on Friday, 
October 28. 
Linda Greenhouse of The New York 
Times said that the members of the Court 
were relieved when Rehnquist became 
Chief Justice after the tumultuous term 
of Chief Justice Warren Burger. "He 
didn't play internal games, he was very 
efficient [and he] kept the ship running," 
Greenhouse said. Rehnquist's success in 
running tne Court was not only important 
for his own legacy, Greenhouse said, but 
will allow Chief Justice Roberts "to tap 
into a reservoir of good will" with mem­
bers on the Court. 
She hypothesized that Roberts will 
be able to "project the Court onto a new 
canvas...[and be the] face of the Court 
in the 21st century in a way Rehnquist 
couldn't." Greenhouse emphasized 
Robert's young and telegenic appear­
ance and contrasted it with the look of 
Rehnquist, whom she described as "awk­
ward. . .strange looking." 
Tony Mauro of Legal Times dis­
agreed that the justices will be seeking 
greater visibility, even with a more ac­
cessible Chief Justice. "[The justices] 
love being anonymous in Washington," 
Mauro said. And their anonymity seems 
assured: when the distinguished-looking 
Stevens was sitting on a bench outside 
the Supreme Court, a tourist concerned 
that Stevens was ruining his picture of the 
building asked him to move aside. 
According to Mauro, the justices 
occupy a paradoxical position in which 
they wield considerable power but feel 
relatively little effects or ill-will because of 
their anonymous position. David Savage 
of the Los Angeles Times argued that the 
justice's jobs require them to be excluded 
from political debate. "[It] requires that 
they're the black robed figures [because 
society doesn't] want them to be regular 
political celebrities," Savage said. • 
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Alum Speaks on Special Court for Sierra Leone 
BY JOHN WALKER 
Staff Writer 
On paper, the Special Court for 
Sierra Leone embodies the idealistic no­
tion of international justice that moves 
so many first year law students to cram 
themselves into meeting rooms for the 
International Law Society each fall. 
In a society wracked by years of 
chaotic rebellion marked by mass kill­
ings and brutal amputations, the Special 
Court represents the heavy hand of the 
international community thrust forward 
as a bulwark against these humanitarian 
atrocities. The Court is located within 
Sierra Leone, where victimized citizens 
can witness the commanders that they 
once thought were as untouchable as 
citizens were fearful brought to justice 
before their eyes. But according to Law 
School alum, Chris Santora, for all the 
good that the court has accomplished, 
there are unwelcome barriers which pre­
vent it from achieving a more fulfilling 
kind of justice. 
Santora served on the prosecution 
team for the Court where he assisted with 
the difficult tasks that the team faced 
due to the lack of guiding precedent for 
practice in international criminal trials. 
According to Santora, rules were often 
made up on an ad hoc basis by the judges 
in the midst of trial proceedings. 
Another major task was fulfilling 
the charge of punishing those who were 
"most responsible" for the atrocities in 
Sierra Leone. This involved balancing 
fault and ease of prosecution in relation 
to several parties including the actual 
soldiers who had committed the acts, 
the commanders who gave them their 
orders, the corrupt businessmen in the 
diamond industry who were financing 
the rebels and the political figures who 
were channeling money. Eventually the 
prosecution brought 18 charges against 
the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council 
and the Revolutionary United Forces 
including the novel allegations of forc­
ing marriage, use of child soldiers and 
attacking United Nations Peacekeepers. 
These proceedings represent the first 
time such charges have been brought in 
an international criminal court. 
Despite several successful convic­
tions of rebel commanders, Santora de­
cried the inability of the Court to go after 
the economic actors within the diamond 
industry and Charles Taylor, the former 
president of Liberia who is believed to 
have channeled funding towards rebel 
activity in Sierra Leone. According to 
Santora, there is very little political sup­
port to indict economic actors who may 
have financed rebel activity in exchange 
for enlisting rebel soldiers to collect and 
deliver diamonds. Likewise, there is 
little support for removing Taylor from 
Nigeria to force him to answer to charges 
relating to his alleged role in the rebel 
activity, despite the belief among many 
that Taylor may have violated the treaty 
under which he enjoys protection by the 
Nigerian government. Because the Court 
lacks the support to go after actors at the 
top, as a domestic court would, Santora 
believes that Sierra Leoneans will never 
be fully convinced of the Court's power 
to bring about real justice, and will con­
tinue to be convinced that some of their 
victimizers will forever remain untouch­
able. • 
OPINIONS / FEATURES 
Riots, Racism and The Media 
It was a week of populist violence. At 
the time of publication, "youths" in France 
were in their eleventh straight night of de­
struction. At the Summit of the Americas, 
"anti-American" demonstrators took their 
anger out on Argentinean property and 
police. 
Although these events took place 
an ocean apart, American media pro­
vided a similarly tidy 
explanation for the 
chaos in both coun­
tries. According to 
in deterministic teftns? Would the media 
ever explain corporate fraud by saying 
"the CEO's actions were the product of a 
capitalistic culture which severely limited 
his autonomy"? It is not likely. T he media 
would likely offer far more mundane but 
autonomous explanations, such as greed 
or a lust for power. 
What we find instead is that the 
media reserves its de-
BY ANTHONY MARCAVA GE terministic view al-
Editor-in-Chief most exclusively for 
the underrepresented 
social causes spa re the group any serious 
moral examination. Instead, the media 
looks upon the group's action as a fait ac­
compli, unnecessary to evaluate in moral or 
practical terms because it is inevitable. This 
refusal to evaluate the group in moral terms, 
whether positively or negatively, is a stark 
example of its dehumanization. 
Undoubtedly, there are systemic injus­
tices that have contributed to the violence 
that we have seen in France and Argentina. 
A deterministic approach, however, in 
which one side is considered autonomous 
and given all the moral responsibility, and 
the other left at its mercy, only reinforces 
these injustices. • 
the Washington Post, the youths "five on 
society's margins, struggling with unem­
ployment, poor housing, racial discrimi­
nation, crime and a lack of opportunity." 
CNN reported that the rioting, including 
the burning of many schools and public 
buildings, "has partly been stoked by their 
frustration at high unemployment and the 
perception they lack economic opportuni­
ties." The New York Times also explained 
the violence in economic and social terms, 
noting that "France has been grappling 
for years with growing unrest among its 
second- and third-generation immigrants, 
mostly North African Arabs, who have 
faced decades of high unemployment and 
marginalization." 
In reporting the riots in Argentina, 
the news media used similar themes. The 
Washington Post noted that the region's 
"the wealth gap has grown in recent years," 
suggesting this as a cause for the disorder. 
The Times defined the causes of unrest by 
quoting a protestor, who took to the streets 
"because Bush is try ing to destroy.. .Latin 
America with an economic program that 
will rob us of our sovereignty." 
Similar explanations are regularly 
put forward by Western media and intel­
lectuals to explain the actions of terrorists, 
insurgents, and other malcontents. "Popu­
list" violence is often de-individualized, 
explained in terms of economic or cultural 
oppression rather than individual action. 
This understanding is deterministic: The 
individual may "choose" violence, but the 
underlying causes Of that choice are beyond 
his control. 
This is not necessarily bad social 
science, for any study of group action will 
require us to examine how circumstances 
affect behavior. But what is worthy of note 
is how inconsistently this method is applied. 
When was the last time you heard the 
behavior of corporate America described 
and underprivileged. From the Middle East 
to Southeast DC, the media explains the 
actions of historically oppressed groups in 
terms of reaction rather than action. While 
elite groups are considered autonomous 
decision-makers, the groups they affect are 
more often depicted as billiards bumped 
about by the cue ball. 
This approach is elitist at best and 
racist at worst. Its underlying logic is that 
only those sitting on top of the pyramid of 
power can make autonomous choices. The 
French riots are illustrative. In this case, 
French Interior Minister Nicholas Sarkozy 
has been widely criticized for further incit­
ing the Muslim population to violence after 
calling the rioters "scum." Unlike Sarkozy, 
however, the rioters are not contemplated as 
human actors making individual decisions. 
They are instead characterized as a flock of 
birds, darting in the direction that the winds 
of power, created by men like Sarkozy, blow 
them. While this logic might, on some 
perverted level, be sympathetic to those 
involved in the rioting, it is unquestionably 
dehumanizing. The individual motives 
behind the riots, whether they are noble or 
vicious, are dismissed in favor of a Marxist-
lite economic determinism. 
In fact, even the oft repeated term 
"youths," employed in a media-wide fit of 
political correctness, is at its heart racist or 
elitist, as it implies that the largely French-
Arabic rioters are acting as children do: 
Taking tantrums when their father scolds 
them. In fact, young men, fully capable 
of autonomous choice, are leading the 
marauding gangs, not boys. 
Second, this mode of reasoning ob­
viates a moral critique of the group, and 
places all moral responsibility—and with it 
power—on the elite. While the media will 
openly censure the autonomous Sarkozy 
for his choice of words, holding him to a 
moral standard, the alleged economic and 
U2 Stzc/es rhe Zsarzairzg 
I saw U2 at the MCI Center, and 
they were friggin' awesome. I must con­
cede that there was little doubt that 1 was 
going to walk out of this show not having 
loved it. And it's true that I loved it. But 
they showed me something a little extra 
this time out. 
U2 emerged, 
ripping off the more 
melodic incarnations 
of late 70s punk: the 
Ramones, the Clash, 
but soon moved to­
wards writing Big Anthems About Big 
Themes, see, e.g., "Sunday Bloody Sun­
day" (Northern Ireland), "New Year's 
Day" (Solidarity in Poland), and "Pride" 
(Martin Luther King). And with the 
Joshua Tree, U2 self-consciously attempt­
ed to conquer America with their hearts 
on their sleeves, and they succeeded. 
U2 backlash didn't set in until it 
released an album/movie/book Rattle 
& Hum, an endeavor which came off as 
arrogant because it was really arrogant. 
For instance, lead singer Bono had the 
stones to add his own verse to Bob 
Dylan's "All Along The Watchtower." 
And like a rebellious teenager, U2 over­
reacted by fronting as ironic, detached 
rock stars on Achtung Baby, Zooropa, 
and Pop. On their last two albums, U2 
swi ngs tb e pendulum back to sincere. At 
best, these are decent albums, but their 
strength lio in their singles, one that is in 
the Big Anthem mold ("Beautiful Day"), 
and one that was relentlessly marketed, 
relentlessly repetitive, and relentlessly 
catchy ("Vertigo"). 
In sum, U2 has always writ them­
selves large, with varying degrees of 
success. But if you listen closely, the 
"party" albums have just as many big-an-
thems-about-big-themes content, albeit 
BIFF 
Biff Around Town 
mired in electronic background noise 
and indulgent disco-ball glitz. 
The Vertigo show setlist included 
some of U2's most bombastic anthems: 
"Sunday Bloody Sunday and "Pride". 
And Bono talked at length about the 
political causes behind which he has 
thrust his celebrity 
and his efforts: end­
ing poverty, religious 
tolerance, human 
rights. It's uncool 
to mix politics with 
rock and roll, but Bono is something 
of a fisher of men; he understands his 
celebrity and its limitations. It's over the 
top, but somehow, in that environment, 
it totally works. 
The energy at the show was off 
the charts. The stage design included a 
giant ellipse in front of the main stage 
that extended deep into the audience, 
trying to bring audience and band 
together. During "With or Without 
You," Bono brought a woman on stage, 
and the audience excitedly responded. 
The songs on the new album harken 
back to the rawness and the exuberance 
of U2's first album, and so U2 played a 
handful of songs from early in their cata­
log. "Electric Co." was fresh enough to 
have been written at the sound check. 
I am happy to report that U2 is still 
very much a rock and roll juggernaut. 
To mix metaphors, U2's ambitions are 
over the top, but they stick the land­
ing. 20,004 people losing their minds 
is a powerful experience. It had me 
thinking over the top thoughts, like how 
I would try not to be so cynical anymore, 
how Bono's efforts might help to reduce 
poverty worldwide, and how for two and 
a half hours, I was at the warm little 
center of the universe. T 
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Life Outside the Law: Fashion 
JAIA A. THOMAS 
Life Outside the Law 
For those who need a break from 
reading about John Roberts and Harriet 
Miers (and soon Samuel Alito)... 
For those who need something 
a little more interesting to read during 
Torts and Evidence... 
For those who have a life outside 
of law school... Enjoy. 
Fall/Winter Fashion Trends 
2005 
1). Purple -
The color of royalty 
has made its grand 
entrance. Purple is 
the "it" color of the 
fall. Deemed "the 
new black," design­
ers have used purple as the key color to 
their fall clothing lines. Deep and dark 
shades of purple like plum, wine, mauve, 
and mulberry look nice with denim and 
some of the metallics that are trendy 
this fall. You can find this color any and 
everywhere. No all-purple outfits. No 
mismatching of purples. 
2). Velvet - A sales associate at J. 
Crew in Pentagon City Fashion Center 
recently said shortly after his store re­
ceived a stock of velvet jackets that they 
sold out immediately. Velvet is by far 
the trendiest fabric this season. Velvet 
jackets look best paired with blouses and 
jeans. I would strongly recommend not 
•wearing velvet head-to-toe. 
3L, Simone Manigo, relays, "My 
absolute favorite look for the fall is the 
fitted velvet blazer in super-rich colors 
like deep purple with a sexy camisole 
and a great pair of fitted jeans and 
knee high boots." Banana Republic 
and Ann Taylor currently carry vel­
vet blazers ranging from $130- $180. 
3). Fur - Fur is in full effect this 
season. If you can't afford the real thing, 
faux fur is the next best thing. If you 
decide to wear faux fur, keep it dark and 
keep it believable. Nothing looks worse 
than light colored faux fur that looks like 
used cotton balls. The most popular trend 
is fur lining around the hoods of jackets, 
vests, and coats. Gap currently sells 
faux-fur hooded vests for $60 in a variety 
of colors ranging from black to pink or 
red. Gap coats with fur lining around 
the hood price for 
$98. For those who 
can afford the real 
thing, Cole Haan has 
jackets with raccoon 
and beaver fur lining 
for $895. 
4). Short Skirts - It sounds like an 
oxymoron to wear mini skirts in the fall/ 
winter. But it can be done. Not everyone 
can do it, but it can be done. Corduroy 
and denim mini skirts are being worn with 
print tights and heels for going out. These 
skirts aLo look nice with blazers. 
5). Cowboy Boots - This season 
you don't have to attend rodeos, line 
dance, live on a ranch or know the lyrics 
to "Achy Breaky Heart" (don't pretend I 
was the only one who used to sing along) 
to wear cowboy boots. This new trend 
is for everyone. These boots are highly 
decorative, often embellished with silver, 
studs, and various prints. Rampage and 
Steve Madden are two designers currently 
selling these boots at reasonable prices 
ranging from $44-$ 160. Laura Bourgeois, 
a 2L, was recently seen walking down 
the halls of GW Law sporting a short 
brown pair of cowboy boots, which she 
purchased from a country western store 
in Georgetown. When asked if she has 
received a lot of compliments on her 
boots, her reply was "Yep!" Laura went 
on to add, "In the deep south, a sexy com­
fortable pair of cowboy boots has always 
been considered an acceptable part of any 
wardrobe. I'm just glad that the rest of the 
country is finally catching on!" 
6). Skinny Leg Jeans - Boot cut 
jeans are out, extra-narrow cut jeans are 
in. Skinny leg jeans often elongate your 
legs and look best when paired with high 
heels. 
7). Beaded Necklaces - Earlier this 
year, beaded necklaces made their debut. 
Everyone was wearing them - long, short, 
black, red, thick and thin. For those who 
thought this style would be a short-lived 
fad, you were mistaken. Beaded necklaces 
have yet to outlive their fifteen minutes of 
fame. Sales associates working in Macy's 
jewelry department recently said beaded 
necklaces are still the trendiest look when 
it comes to jewelry. Black beads are most 
popular. Layering is also taking flight. 
Layering and matching different colors 
and styles of beads is*a crowd favorite. 
Simone Manigo, 3L, loves strands of the 
really big beaded necklaces, either wooden 
beads or turquoise. 
8). Boleros and Shrugs - Shrugs 
are sweaters, usually of shrunken pro­
portions, worn as a layering piece. It is 
unlikely that this will be a lasting trend, 
so it would be smart not to overindulge. 
Express, among many other retail stores, 
currently sells shrugs in a range of colors 
(including purple, black, pink, and red) 
for $49.50. 
9). Gauchos - These wide cropped 
pants are popular in spandex, denim, 
corduroy. Because some people have 
struggled with this look, now would be 
an opportune time to explain the best way 
to pull it off. Fitted sweaters and shirts 
best compliment the fullness and flare of 
Gaucho. Knee-high boots and heels also 
look best. The nice thing about gauchos 
is that it is a versatile look that works 
with both short and tall women. Keep 
in mind, however, that gauchos should 
match your height. In other words, a 
short woman shouldn't wear a pair that 
look like highwaters gone bad, and a tall 
woman shouldn't wear a pair that end up 
looking like baggy Bermuda shorts. 
10). Hats - Everyone can't wear a 
hat but for those who can, newsboy caps 
are a must. McClain Bryant, a 2L, does 
an impressive job of wearing newsboy 
caps around school. She often purchases 
her caps from the men's section of Urban 
Outfitters or Up Against The Wall. When 
asked if she often receives compliments 
about her hats, she replied, "Yes, I tend 
to be complimented on my hats. Mostly 
by guys, though - they seem to have a 
greater appreciation for hats." She also 
added that, "Newsboy caps are a staple 
piece. I can't recall them ever not being 
cute." These caps wear well with a low 
side ponytail or a bun, or of course, with 
the hair worn down. 
One last word of advice: Sim­
plicity is key. Don't try to combine every 
trendy fashion item into one outfit. As 
McClain Bryant said, "It doesn't seem 
to matter what is in style, as long as your 
outfit is put together correctly." Keep 
it simple. Walking around dressed in 
a purple velvet blazer with a fur collar, 
gauchos, cowboy boots and a newsboy 
cap is like wearing a poncho, sweatpants 
and stilettos...it doesn't work and it looks 
a mess. • 
To Be Famous is So Nice 
My motivation has slumped quite 
a bit in the wake of midterms. Not only 
did the 'Skins get creamed 
in a shootout last Sun­
day (I suspect Cart Lady 
would have done a better 
job if she had been field­
ed), but I have the burden 
of writing an eleven-page 
legal memo on a subject 
that's about as entertain­
ing to me as watching 
the asbestos flake off my 
ceiling. I shall therefore 
endeavor to be concise 
by minimizing redundant 
and needless long-winded, superfluous, 
hyperbolic, redundant filler padding. 
I, and the rest of you, I suspect, 
have had time enough to discover the 
awful truth: research sucks worse than 
you could ever imagine. Big surprise. 
Legal legwork, and the hatred thereof, 
are two things that John Grisham once 
said were germane to every lawyer 
and law student. But somehow, the 
glamorous myth that a seersucker suit, 
a preacher's delivery, and a honey of 
a deep-south accent are all you need 
to succeed as an attorney stubbornly 
persist to this day. 
I was promised bloody gloves 




Perhaps I can 
hold out for 
next semester. 
and sobbing eyewitnesses. Perhaps I 
can hold out for next semester. In the 
meantime, things haven't 
proved to be quite as en­
gaging in the realm of 
federal civil litigation. 
When it comes to struc­
turing my writing into 
any kind of readable, 
synthesized format, I feel 
like a drunk trying to do 




down the line, 
if I ever actually 
figure out what 
it is I'm supposed to be doing. But 
with no good frame of reference at the 
moment, I'm just plodding along with 
everyone else, praying for an epiphany 
- or a higher power, like the Writing 
Center- that will set things in a perfect, 
rational, Blue-Book-compliant state of 
order. 
Frustration climbs as the days 
drag on without progress. The online 
cross-referencing of material for hours 
L-VAGO 
One-L Hellion 
on end. The injection of generalized 
keywords separated by quotes and 
Boolean operators into the search 
engines, WestLaw and LexisNexis, 
hoping that something fruitful will 
emerge from a few thousand returns 
of appallingly dry reading material. 
The discovery of that 'nuclear option' 
case that looks like it will resolve your 
question in the plainest and most direct 
terms imaginable and later finding out 
that it must be tossed out the window 
for lack of applicability. 
Frustration 
comes to a head 
when I go to my 
Westlaw cubby 
and see that 
there's a note at­
tached to one of 
my five hundred-
page copies of the ALR that tells me 
to stop being an idiot and printing it 
out three times a day. The inconsider-
ation of some people at this school is 
astounding. 
Ah...if only the real-life power 
of advocacy came with none of the 
weighty - or mundane -- responsi­
bilities. Relish the moment, ladies 
and gentlemen. These are what you'll 
remember as the good old days in the 
years to come. This is the time when 
all that's at stake with sloppy, disjointed 
research is the difference between a 
high-middle pass and a high-lower-
middle pass in LRW. Not say, a few 
million dollars in malpractice damages. 
Not say, a promising career at Baker & 
McKenzie being flushed straight down 
the toilet. 
Not say, a client of yours getting 
locked up in a Supermax prison 24/7 
for the rest of his life because YOU 
didn't bother to take an extra 0.47 sec­
onds to Shepardize People v. Hood. 
In all seriousness, though, at this 
stage, law school is not brain surgery. 
Lives do not yet hang in the balance, so 
it's silly treat it as something so extreme 
- or serious. Just like everything else 
in the first semester of law school, this 
is a time to learn how to address all the 
relevant aspects of a legal question, but 
how to do it while cutting out all the un­
necessary corners. Write thoroughly, 
write fluidly, write correctly, but most 
important of all, remember to write ef­
ficiently, and you can be assured your 
hard work and discretion will pay off in 
the end. And hey, if they don't, you can 
rest assured that a high-lower-middle 
pass in LRW is good enough for most 
employers, anyway. • 
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TV Lovers Should IP Conference: PR for 
Prepare for "Darkness" Strong Copyrights 
IKE HIMOWITZ 
The Technology Guy 
Every now and then, I get a glimpse 
of the future. For me, that future shows 
that I will receive a call from my Great-
Aunt Debbie sometime between January 
and April 2009 demanding to know if 
I'm okay and whether something has 
happened to make all of her TVs stop 
working. 
My answer, assuming I remain as 
witty as I am now, will go something 
like this: "Aunty Debbie - I'm as fine as 
I can be given that 
the CDO still hasn't 
found me a job, and 
I'm living in debtor's 
prison paying off my 
Access Group Loans 
by answering West-
law Trivia questions 
and pawning off the 
prizes. As for your 
TV not working, that 
happened because 
Congress decided 
to require that all 
broadcast stations 
switch to digital sig­
nals - and no one bothered to inform the 
public." 
You see, last week the House En­
ergy and Commerce subcommittee picked 
Dec. 31, 2008 as the date by which every 
over-the-air broadcaster must switch from 
an analog to a digital signal. The Senate's 
counterpart chose a date in mid-April 
for the switch, but either way you'll be 
watching the 2009 World Series in digital 
video. 
Now, there are a bunch of reasons 
why this transfer makes sense, and not 
all of them have to do with media com­
panies being money grubbing destroyers 
of all that is good. Digital signals do 
have a couple of advantages. First, they 
allow more information to be sent and 
will provide sharper images even when 
broadcasting through the air. Secondly, 
digital television signals use much less of 
the radio spectrum. As a result, content 
providers will be able to provide more 
channels and still use less of the radio 
spectrum than the current 
system requires. 
Currently, most 
major stations use sig­
nals broadcast in the 700 
mHz range. This range 
is prized by a variety of 
interests for its ability to 
pierce physical objects 
and to communicate a 
large amount of informa­
tion. By switching over 
to digital signals, much 
of this range will become 
available for use by other 
entities. The government, 
through the FCC, will 
auction off a large portion 
of the remaining spec­
trum. This process could 
raise as much as $10 billion. As a point 
of reference, that's about the amount of 
money necessary to run the occupation 
of Iraq for three months. The portion 
of the spectrumf not auctioned off will 
be assigned to emergency services, in the 
hopes that the new, "stronger" frequencies 
will allow them to stay in touch despite 
their environment - and avoid problems 
like those seen on 9-11 when firefighters' 
radios wouldn't penetrate the burning 
structures. 
A switchover to 
digital TV has 
actually long 
been planned by 
Congress, and 
there should 
be a scheme in 
place to make 
the switch as 
painless as 
possible. 
So why shouldn't we do this? Well, 
the problem (as I alluded to earlier) is 
that it will cause every TV that relies on 
an over-the-air signal to go dark or static. 
The journalists, however, covering this 
issue seem to like the "dark" imagery 
and I will bow to their wisdom. Either 
way, your TV will be a large piece of 
garbage. 
A switchover to digital TV has 
actually long been planned by Congress, 
and there should be a 
scheme in place to make 
the switch as painless as 
possible. Under previ­
ous legislation, digital 
broadcast wasn't man­
dated until eighty-five 
percent of the home 
consumers could re­
ceive digital broadcasts. 
The problem is that if 
you don't begin to re­
quire TVs to have digital 
receivers, no significant 
percentage of the mar­
ket will ever have them 
and thus everyone is free to maintain the 
status quo. 
The hard date proposed by both 
houses of Congress thus has the effect of 
ensuring that the conversion does happen. 
It also ensures that electronics stores across 
America will rejoice with the news that 
they will soon be selling millions of digital 
converters at $50 a pop. Given that the 
National Association of Broadcasters esti­
mates that 73 million sets will be affected, 
that's approximately $4 billion dollars in 
cost to the American consumer. 
In fairness, both houses of Congress 
have also included a subsidy ranging from 
approximately $1 billion to $4 billion to 
help cover the cost of this conversion, but 
getting the money to the people who need 
it, or for that matter, getting the money at 
all, will likely remain difficult as the House 
Republicans are fighting hard for the lower 
dollar range. 
Ultimately, this conversion is prob­
ably something worth doing. For vari-
ous reasons relating to the 
physics of radio waves, 
this area of the radio spec­
trum is simply too valuable 
not to make use of in the 
most efficient way possible. 
However, there can be no 
mistaking this decision 
as anything other than a 
boondoggle for the wireless 
communications industry 
and for the makers of TVs 
and digital converters. 
If this bill becomes 
law, several additional 
changes should be includ­
ed. There needs to be a 
fixed, easy way for low-
income consumers to re­
ceive vouchers for digital 
converters. More importantly, every TV 
sold from today onward should come with 
a clear warning if it does not contain a 
digital converter (and the vast majority 
do not), and a public education campaign 
should begin to educate those already 
owning TVs as to what is coming down the 
road. Finally, first choice of the spectrum 
should go to emergency responders - the 
radio spectrum should always serve the 
public interest first, and the private interest 
second. • 
"Roll Over Beethoven and Tell 
Tchaikovsky the News." And that news 
is: no one can hear his music because 
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA) makes it illegal—on the internet 
at least. As I listened to the phenomenal 
79-year-old Chuck Berry sing these words 
(about Beethoven, 
not the statute) at PATRICK H.J. HUGHES 
the American In- Staff Writer 
tellectual Property 
Law Association 
have been very effective in lobbying to get 
the DMCA passed some time ago. To that 
extent, that is a very important device to 
help us protect intellectual property." 
How bad are the losses from internet 
piracy? "Nobody really knows, but there 
are firms out there that say, it looks like 
400,000 to 600,000 
(AIPLA) Annual Meeting on October 28 
in Washington, D.C., I was reminded of 
the controversy surrounding the DMCA 
and digital rights management. 
Amidst the numerous speeches, 
committee meetings, and workshops at the 
AIPLA conference, I was lucky enough to 
stumble onto a panel discussion about the 
legal problems and opportunities of using 
digital technology in the entertainment 
industries. One recurring theme was piracy 
and the DMCA. 
An amendment to the Copyright Act, 
the DMCA was created in 1998 in response 
to digital copying on the internet. While 
stopping piracy is its goal, the amend­
ment is particularly controversial because 
it prohibits all circumvention of technical 
protections of copyrighted works. 
Everyone seems to recognize that 
early rock 'n' roll pioneers like Berry, who 
is no stranger to copyright 
litigation, acquiesced to 
weak copyright protec­
tion at the beginning 
of their careers. Berry 
would probably prefer 
strong copyright protec­
tion for his works and 
a crackdown on piracy 
and enforcement through 
digital rights manage­
ment. As jazz and the 
blues have become parts 
of the non-profit and edu­
cational world, however, 
non-profit performing 
venues and educational mmmmmmmm 
institutions might wish 
to delve into Berry's classic hits. Libraries 
and universities, as well as experimental 
musicians might not be able to legally 
circumvent technical protections to copy 
parts of Berry's works—even if this is 
"fair use." 
A s mall child, for example, might 
want to copy a minor portion of Berry 
performing his hit "My Ding A Ling" on 
DVD for show-and-tell. Tell t he kid to 
forget it. "We want to stop' all unauthor­
ized copying," said David E. Green, vice 
president of the Motion Picture Associa­
tion of America. 
He lobbied for the DMCA because 
"people were making 'back-up' copies of 
their DVDs; and they wanted to play them 
on their car DVD-player; and they had to 
carry them all the way to their car," he said 
sarcastically. "Why not make a back-up 
copy or two or three or four? And you 
promise you won't make copies for your 
friends as "Christmas presents? Well, we 
didn't really like this concept." 
The panelists made it clear that copy­
right enforcement should not be limited to 
DVDs. "Music companies are really under 
attack," said Richard Raysman, who is a 
partner at Brown, Raysman, Millstein, 
Felder & Steiner, an d author of Computer 
Law: Drafti ng and Negotiating Forms and 
Agreements. "The owners of copyrights 
downloads every­
day," said Green. 
Pirated copies of 
DVDs and CDs are 
"Pirates [of films] have 
While stopping 









also on the rise, 
a significant advantage, in that they don't 
have to pay the caterers, the directors, or 
the actors, or the stunt people We need 
to find ways that people will pay for that 
content, and we think that they will." 
And how do we stop kids from copy­
ing from DVDs for school projects? Green 
said he wants to see stiffer criminal penal­
ties. "Nothing like putting people in jail to 
really get their attention," he said. (To be 
.fair, he was referring to serious criminals 
who make millions of dollars copying CDs 
• and DVDs on an international scale, not 
the kids.) 
While I understand the problems 
with piracy, I also recognize that the 
DMCA has created new problems. For 
instance, Fred von Lohmann, senior staff 
attorney with the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation, said in an article in the Los 
Angeles Entertainment 
\JSSN 'Review justVast.'year. 
"the DMCA, represent-
ed a serious break from 
American copyright law 
and tradition." But you 
wouldn't know this from 
attending the AIPLA 
conference, where the 
DMCA is just the Ameri­
can way. The reasons for 
this are not entirely clear. 
Although I am certain 
that the entertainment 
industries and copyright 
owners are naturally 
••••••••••• overjoyed with the stat­
ute, consumer advocates, 
internet "hackers," and technology provid­
ers, who are probably equal in number, do 
not generally attend such conferences in 
large numbers. This is unfortunate, but 
probably the nature of the beast. 
Raysman, however, did express 
concern with those complaining about 
the DMCA. He supports a bill introduced 
by Virginia Rep resentative Rick Boucher 
called the Digital Media Consumers' 
Rights Act, which would make it legal to 
circumvent technologies for fair use pur­
poses. "How a machine would know if 
it is fair use or foul use; nobody has been 
able to tell us," Raysman said. 
Another member of the panel, Rob­
ert Sloss, partner at Farella Braun + Martel, 
also expressed optimism with copyright pro­
tections, as he applauded the oppression of 
the high-profile "pirate" Napster. Sloss cur­
rently works with "the new and improved 
Napster, the good Napster," as he calls it. 
"They still provide music downloads, but 
now you have to pay for them. What a 
concept!" he said. 
But tha t concept is not so great for 
those of us who just want to hear Chuck 
Berry's guitar riffs on the internet without 
paying loads of dough for a CD of his great­
est hits. I guess he was thinking of me when 
he was playing "Johnny B. Goo de"—and 
don't infringe copyright. • 
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Todd Chatman's Public Interest Timeline 
Todd Chatman wants you to create 
a timeline. He wants you to think hard 
about who you are now and to ponder 
the public interest possibilities that lie in 
your future. Within your first year as a law 
student, he wants you to map out every­
thing that will fall between public interest 
student and public interest attorney. After 
all that, Todd really wants you to stick to 
it. Todd also wants you to try everything, 
but before I explain why Todd is asking so 
much of you, I should tell you who Todd 
Chatman is. 
I first met Todd Chatman at a GW 
Equal Justice Foundation Public Interest 
Auction meeting early in our first year of 
law school. We had recently been selected 
as the co-chairs of the Auction, and we 
had no clue what we were supposed to 
do. We also knew nothing of each other 
but were glad that there were other "crazy" 
public interest students at GW. 
After spending the bulk of our time 
away from our girlfriends, classes, and 
books on the EJF Auction during our 1L 
year (since my girlfriend was in California 
and Japan and I often did not make it to 
class, you can get a sense of how much 
time I wasted during my first year of law 
school), Todd and I filled in our timelines 
with two different sets of public interest 
milestones. Neither is anywhere near 
ideal, but we can identify what worked 
and what should be left off your public 
interest timeline. 
Here are a few things that worked 
for Todd (and tVve caveats to putting it on 
-yowr ovm xVTYveWxve)--
Skllls Boards — Todd is a member 
of the Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Board and competed in both the Mock 
Trial and Moot Court competitions. Since 
Todd also studied and went to class his 
first year, I can only assume that he was 
much more efficient than I was. You 
should be adding all these deadlines 
into your timeline right now, but please 
also understand that not one employer 
has ever cared that I did not compete in 
any of these competitions. That's partly 
because I don't apply to jobs much (you 
can count the number of cover letters I've 
mailed on one hand) and partly because 
my employers care more about the other 
things on my resume. 
Todd enjoyed and learned from 
each of these activities, so it can only ben­
efit you if you can keep up with a timeline 
that has these skills 
board competitions GEORGE WU 
included. If you 
have any addition­
al questions about 
live up to the hype of making a journal. 
I, of course, was tasting wine in 
Napa Valley w hen my fellow lLs were 
tackling the mountain of paper that 
constitutes the journal competition. I 
think doing the competition and making 
a journal definitely would have helped 
my career, but I'm not all that willing to 
trade-in a weekend of California sunshine 
and top-notch Cabernet Sauvignons for 
the library dungeon and the Blue Book. 
Job Search—Todd concentrated his 
1L summerjob search on the GW/Gtown 
Public Interest Job 
Fair. He submitted 
7-8 Cover le tters and 
1 Ite (j iSpOl resumes and got three 
With 
skills board, please talk to board members 
or your mentors 
Journal— Todd is also a member of 
the American Intellectual Property Law 
Association Quarterly Journal, which is 
known to some as 
the Journal that 
does not look at 
grades. Not that 
Todd has anything 
less than stellar 
grades, but he 
knew it would be 
advantageous to 
him to prioritize 
AIPLA amongst 
the four options 
during the journal 
competition. 
Todd taas a "Master's degree in 
English and has completed work toward 
a PhD, so he is no stranger to research 
and writing skills. Since he is not going 
into the field of intellectual property, 
Todd feels that his journal experience is 
great for giving him additional research 
and writing experiences, but it does not 
Neither timeline is 
anywhere near ideal, but we 
can identify what worked 
and what should be left off 
your public interest timeline. 
interviews. 
ADR, AIPLA, EJF, and a whole bunch 
of other acronyms on his resume, two 
organizations offered Todd positions for 
his first summer. 
Todd decided to work for the Public 
Defender Office 
in Alexandria. I 
was informed by 
my criminal law 
professor that 




area of law, so 
1 had to look 
elsewhere. My 
job came from 
the deputy director of an organization 
whom I knew from my work prior to 
coming to law school, so please consider 
a concentrated job search plan within your 
timeline. Todd and I were both better off 
figuring out what we wanted to do and 
sticking with what we knew best. 
The next part of the timeline for 
most public interest students is funding 
the 1L summer. Although Todd and I 
probably could have embezzled some 
of the Auction money or traded sexual 
offers for a nod from the selection com­
mittee, we both decided to find alterna­
tive funding. GW's summer subsidies 
program answered both of our prayers. 
You should put both the EJF and GW 
deadlines on your timeline, and add some 
external sources for good measure. 
Todd will be working with indigent 
criminal defendants after law school. His 
timeline may include running a marathon, 
working for the other side in D.C. Law 
Students in Court, doing the consumer 
and community mediation clinics, taking 
only one bar class, editing the American 
Constitution Society's Blog, being the 
president of EJF, working for HALT, and 
setting up www.blackprof.com for Profes­
sor Butler and Overton, but Todd has kept 
his eye on the end goal. 
As Todd gears up for public de­
fender postings to appear in March and 
I await news of my EJW fellowship ap­
plication, we both know that our time­
lines have not been perfect. Todd's only 
change in his timeline, however, would be 
to have worked at a different PDS during 
his second summer. I probably should 
have thrown my timeline out and gotten 
a degree in social work. 
Todd knows a lot about doing 
everything while staying on track with 
the timeline. You can do it too, just start 
planning now and stick with it. If you 
want to learn more about how Todd 
became the leader of the EJF Rockstars 
(or his cool Bianchi bicycle, or his rebel 
white ibook), you should get to know 
EJF. Todd and company will be all over 
the public interest thing in the coming 
months with a race, auction, and lots of 
great things to put onto your public inter­
est timeline. • 
Wanted: Owner, Home, Some Offense 
Changes Coming for Nationals Baseball 
The media darling of the first half 
of the 2005 baseball season, the Nation­
als currently remain orphaned, as the 
team is still without an owner in its first 
offseason in Washington. The Nationals 
have been owned by the league since 2002, 
when former owner Jeffrey Loria sold the 
team to the league 
and then turned 
around and bought 
the Marlins. After 
designing the most 
expensive World 
Series rings ever, 
Loria then threat­
ened to move his 
new team unless 
he got a new sta­
dium. 
Speaking of 
new stadiums, the 
Nationals are also 
due one of those. When the league final­
ized plans to move the team to DC last 
December, the city agreed to finance a 
$440 million new 41,000-seat stadium (the 
estimated price tag is now up to $535 mil­
lion). This new park would supposedly be 
open by 2008 and be located on the Ana-
costia River, a block from the Navy Yard 
metro stop. Last Thursday, the league and 
the city met to hammer out the final lease 
agreement for the stadium, which is the 
last thing that needs to be finished before 
JONATHAN AUERBACH 
Left- Wing Lock 
the new ownership group is selected. 
There are currently eight finalists 
in the ownership pageant. The frontrun-
ner appears to be a group headlined by 
venture capitalist Frederic Malek and 
also includes former Secretary of State 
Colin Powell. Malek was part-owner of 
the Bush-owned Tex­
as Rangers and also 
managed Bush Sr.'s 
extremely successful 
reelection campaign. 
You, however, might 
have a much closer 
tie to one of the other 
prominent ownership 
groups in contention. 
In fact, you might be 
reading this column 
sitting in a building 
that bears his name. 
Ted Lerner, 
who earned an LLB from the Law School 
and has several buildings that bear his 
name on campus, is also in the running. 
A self-made real estate mogul, Lerner has 
tried and failed for thirty years to buy a 
Major League Baseball team (he also was 
outbid by Mr. Synder for the Redskins in 
1999). Lerner's ownership group consists 
of only one person outside his family 
- Fox Sports broadcaster James Brown. 
A Lerner-owned Washington Nationals 
would certainly be beneficial to students 
- one of you could network your way able feat if you think about it). $4.2 
into becoming the new, youngest GM in million of the team's $48 million payroll 
baseball. went to shortstop Cristian Guzman, 
The team's current GM, Jim who was one of the absolute worst of-
Bowden, was himself a former young- fensive players in the league, putting up 
est GM in baseball what was arguably 
when he became the the worst offensive 
Rfd_s' G^f0th5age You, however, might season for a re8ular of 31 in 1992. He is in the history of Ma-
responsible for the have a much closer jor League Baseball, 
highly successful Ken tie to one ofthe other Another-$3 million 
was^soJth"teeb"S prominent ownership ,|° 3® J'™' 
analyst for ESPN's groups in contention. just shipped out of 
Cold Pizza before jn facf might be town last week for 
coming to Washing- J J a Padres pitcher Brian 
ton. Bowden also reading this column Lawrence. 
compared a potential sitting in a building that B o w d e n ' s 
MLB strike to 9/11 in i » • contract was only 
2002. Yikes! bearS hlS name- extended through 
Bowden's sue- April, leading Wash-
cess with the Nats ington Post colum-
has been so-so. Working with one of nist Tony Kornheiser to suggest Theo 
the lowest payrolls in baseball, Bowden Epstein as the team's next GM. With the 
assembled a team that was in first place league expected to announce the new 
heading into the All-Star break. The Nats ownership group sometime in the next 
then hit a brick wall and finished last in two weeks (maybe by the time you read 
the NL East for the second-straight year, this column), the Nationals can finally 
While the team excelled in close games settle into their new home. With a new 
at the beginning of the year, the team's owner, stadium, and GM, the Nationals 
abysmal offense could not keep the wins can work on building a quality franchise 
coming in the second half (in fact, the in the District. One suggestion for the 
Nationals finished dead last in every new owners though: no ushers in the 
major batting statistic, a pretty remark- new stadium. Thanks. • 
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OPINIONS 
The United States "two-war" ap­
proach to military strategy has, arguably, 
been in existence since before WWII. 
But with the firming up of our status as 
a super-power in the post-war world, the 
potential for being in two such conflicts 
became increasingly real. The two-war 
framework called for waging one regional 
war, and one general war. To that extent, 
the planners got it right. 
Plans and reality, particularly with 
respect to war-planning, diverge in often 
quite unexpected directions. And so 
it is today. Today, while we do indeed 
wage two wars, they rather clearly are 
not those which our planners envisioned. 
Neither of them is founded on the desire 
for territorial conquest, in other than an 
instrumental capacity. 
Both are founded on 
diametrically opposed 
ideologies. 
Today, as the only 
super-power, we are the 
Goliath among a world 
of Davids; most of 
whom are not nearly as 
sympathetic as was the 
Biblical character. The 
U.S. se rves, therefore, 
as the representative 
11111 target for the grievances of the planet. 
Most of what enrages our enemies 
in the Middle East - whether radical Is­
lamists or Arab nationalists - is as true of 
most of Europe as it is of us. They would 
kill you - and your enlightened European 
friends—for your decadent pleasures. Simi­
larly, the discontents on display in South 
America, or the periodic indictments from 
Africa, while aimed at the U.S., are equally 




framework called for 
waging one regional 
war, and one general 
war. To that extent, 
the planners got it 
right. 
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as valid aga inst the Europeans. But the 
U.S. is surrogate for all. 
The envisioned "regional war" called 
for in the two-war strategy is the so-called 
War on Terror. That label, while inane, 
is much less unwieldy than "The War on 
Assorted and Enraged Malcontents Who 
Are Oppressed by Their Own Govern­
ments or Who, in Their 
Political, Economic or 
National Impotence 
- or Religious Fervor 
- Lash Out at Those 
Who Have What They Desire - or What 
They Hate - and Cannot Tolerate Those 
Who Have It." That just won't do in a 
sound-bite world. 
This war, while certainly not over, is 
^— going well. Left to do 
most of the heavy lift­
ing, the U.S. has top­
pled two governments 
that meant us harm. 
Both had already done 
us harm. The Taliban 
sponsored the attack­
ers of September 11th 
and deserved no quar­
ter. Saddam provoked 
us to war a decade ago 
to prevent him from 
putting a stranglehold on our oil supply. 
His military was regularly firing on our 
aircraft. For American nationalists, those 
reasons are sufficient. For American inter­
nationalists, they are not. 
It is certainly regrettable that the 
administration built most of its support 
for the battle in Iraq on Saddam's alleged 
possession of weapons of mass destruction 
(WMD). Their non-existence enabled op­
ponents of both Mr. Bush and of the U.S. 
to charge him and the U.S. with lying. But 
the non-existence of WMD was the result 
of something much more dangerous to 
Americans than the "lies" of politicians. 
It was the result of poor intelligence and 
faulty analysis; not to mention valueless 
Congressional oversight. That is truly 
dangerous. And that fail­
ure lies with Mr. Bush's 
predecessors. 
But just as "War on 
Terror" is a compact sur­
rogate for a more complex reality, WMD 
was a surrogate for a lengthy explanation 
about the multifarious and growing threats 
to U.S. national security emanating from a 
strategically important but politically, cul­
turally and economically unstable region. 
The obvious, and only, rationale 
for toppling Saddam was to enhance our 
national security. A lthough he apparently 
did not have WMD, there is little argu­
ment that he wanted them. His attempt 
to possess them was sufficient justification 
for this battle in the war. Once such an 
adversary is already armed - consider a 
nuclear armed North Korea or Iran - we 
are almost impotent. Only a fool - or 
enemy of the U.S. - would have preferred 
that situation. 
And while "spreading democracy" 
alone would have been an insufficient, 
if noble, reason for toppling Saddam, 
establishing it now is an important part of 
achieving "success." Our obvious strategic 
objective is to leave behind a stable situa­
tion in Iraq so that it will pose a diminish­
ing threat to us. The Bush Administration 
believes, rightly, that helping the Iraqis es­
tablish some form of democratic state will 
bode well for our own national security. 
The adoption of their new constitu­
tion is a huge success for the security of the 
United States. As will be the upcoming 
December elections. Not surprisingly, the 
adoption of the constitution was severely 
downplayed in the West's largely anti-
Bush and anti-American press. And don't 
misperceive that the anti-Americanism 
of our adversaries - here or abroad - will 
dissipate when Mssr. Bush leaves office. 
To believe that the French, Germans, 
Canadians or assorted Chavez' of the 
world will become our bon ami on that 
occasion would be delusion, fortified by 
ignorance. 
Militarily, we cannot lose in Iraq. 
Our tactical restraint in dealing with some 
elements of the insurgency permits them 
to wound us, but our demolishing of them 
militarily would be counter-productive for 
a variety of reasons that should be obvious. 
Thus, working to put an Iraqi face on those 
who battle the insurgents is the proper, 
though slower, course. 
This fact of military dominance is 
one of two similarities that this regional 
war bears to our last serious regional war; 
Vietnam. The other similarity is that it, 
too, is a metaphorical batdeground in the 
other war - the general war - only vaguely 
envisioned in the two-war framework. 
Once again, as during the "Vietnam Era," 
the ideological opponents who confronted 
each other domestically over an ongoing 
regional weir face off over this one. 
This general war has gone on since 
the founding. It is stealthier. And it is, as 
yet, not Bloody. 
To be continued... O 
The Great Journal Question 
Every year for the past several 
years, a new crop of students has raised 
the issue: 
Why aren't their more journals at 
GW? 
I wish there were a simple answer 
or a simple solution. 
There isn't. 
As we've been told for the past sev­
eral years, the issue is complicated. 
But the underlying point these stu­
dents raise is correct; our law school is 
not competitive in terms of the number 
of journals or the student participation 
rate. We just don't compete. 
Our journals at this school are ex­
cellent - each is a top journal in its field. 
But that isn't the issue here. We also have 
outstanding academic programs in the 
areas of Health Law, National Security 
Law, Immigration Law, Communications 
Law, and others. But we don't have jour­
nals that supplement or highlight these 
programs. 
Why am I raising this point since 
most students realize that we don't have as 
many journals as our competitor schools? 
Well, I'm raising it so that people can 
understand the real issue and what it will 
really take to change things. 
As it stands, GW Law School has 
four journals and approximately 37% 
of eligible students^ participating on one 
of those journals (37% of 2Ls, 3Ls, and 
4Ls are participating in some capacity 
on a journal). These figures are based 
on figures reported to the American Bar 
Association. 
Where then does that place us 
among the top twenty law schools? (Note: 
there are actually 22 schools that made up 
the top twenty list last year.) GW is tied 
for 17th with our four journals compared 
to the top 22 schools that make up the 
US News top 20. We are also 17th with a 
participation rate of 37% among the same 
twenty-two schools. 
The average school in the top twenty 
has 57% participation (51 % if you exclude 
Yale where each student is on nearly 2 
journals). The average school has just 
over seven journals. 
If you look 
at our competitor 
schools like George­
town (52%), Cornell 
(60%) or the former 
home of our current Dean, Boston Uni­
versity (62%), we don't compete. 
The SBA recognizes that this is an 
important issue for students since recruit­
ers do look at participation on a journal 
as hiring criteria. And if they look at a 
GW student and a Georgetown student, 
they will probablv be more likely to hire 
the one on a journal with all else being 
equal. And given that G-town has an 
additional 23% of their student body on 
journals, we are fighting a tougher battle 
in our job hunt. 
Now that you have the facts, you 
might be wondering, why doesn't the 
SBA or a student organization just start 
a journal? 
Bad idea. Here's why: a few year's 
back, some students started their own "un­
official" journal. They actually produced 
a written product - so it was a real produc­
tion that contained the writings of several 
students. The "unofficial" journal editor 
included his "unofficial journal" editor 
position on his resume. Again, bad idea. 
An alum that interviewed this person 
recognized that there was no journal of 
this kind at the law school and soon this 
person was in a heap of trouble. 
First, understand that the SBA is 
working on this issue and has made it a 
key priority. We can't snap our fingers 
and make more journals appear, but we 
are raising the topic with administrators. 
But truthfully, this is a faculty and admin-
istration issue. We 
ERIC KOESTER 
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have provided our 
new Dean with 
the key facts here 
- and he's been 
open to our suggestions. But in truth, it 
takes much more than student interest to 
get this ball rolling. 
New journals basically require two 
major things: 1) A topic or area that is not 
currently being met by present journals 
out there; and 2) A faculty member willing 
to start and run this new journal. 
At this point, we haven't met either 
of these criteria. Sure, we have a tremen­
dous National Security Law program, but 
we haven't had a faculty member will­
ing to support and sponsor the journal. 
Plus, there ar£ already some journals and 
newsletters out there on that topic. We 
have other areas with excellent faculty, 
including Corporate Social Responsibility 
and Animal Rights Law, but the focus on 
journals hasn't been there. 
Second, remember that student 
journal participation isn't the end-all, 
be-all. What is just as important is find­
ing ways to get published and get your 
writings in the public sector. So write 
papers and submit them to competitions 
including the SBA Internal and the new 
External competitions. Recruiters will 
likely look more favorable on a paper you 
get published than journal participation. 
In addition, look at things like 
internships, pro bono opportunities, and 
part-time jobs to beef up your resume. 
While only 37% of us are on journals, 
98% of us have jobs at graduation - so 
most of us will still get hired despite the 
fact that we don't have a journal on our 
resume. 
Third, some of you may think this 
is crazy or not applicable, but encourage 
alumni or friends to donate to the Law 
School. Sure, it sounds strange, but if 
those donors tell the administration that 
they want to see more scholarly works 
published, the administration listens to 
the money. 
Hopefully this has shed some light 
on that big journal question. I may not 
have answered the question, but framed 
it in a better light. As a 3L, I've heard 
concerns about this issue for several years 
and have seen many good proposals by 
students. But what I know for certain is 
that it will take a commitment from our 
administration and our faculty to produce 
scholarly works that make us competitive 
with our friends in the top twenty (two). 
I hope that commitment comes. But 
remember, more journals just means more 
work. And those students on journals will 
oftentimes tell you - they are happy to 
have it on their resume, but boy do they 
hate the amount of work that comes with 
it! • 
Nota Bene 
Thoughts on a 
Process 
The Calm Before the Storm 
I was truly sorry for Harriet 
Miers. I think she got a raw deal and 
her nomination was a tragedy. The fact 
that her national legacy will be how 
unqualified she was 
makes me want to go 
sit in the corner and BY J. ALEX HARMAN 
rock myself back and 
forth. I saw a glimmer 
of hope last weekend. 
your profession to become a judge or a 
professor at an Ivy League law school, 
you are definitely not in the mainstream. 
Conservative or liberal, we are not deal­
ing with people who are in touch with 
what it is to be an average American. 
Second, a Republican 
administration with a 
Republican controlled 
Staff Writer Senate should be able 
to nominate and con­
firm the conservative 
For the first time ever I was simpatico 
with President Bush, or so I thought. I 
figured he must have been hopping mad. 
To have his own party mop the floor 
with his nominee, his friend, should 
have really upset him. So I put myself 
in his shoes and I tried to imagine what 
I would do to stick it to those ingrates 
who went after Harriet. I had hoped 
that Bush would pull a nominee out 
of his hat who would defy logic and 
reason. A nominee who would be 
unquestionably qualified, yet would be 
impossible to classify in terms of ideol­
ogy. Someone close to the President 
like Myers or Alberto Gonzales, but far 
enough away from the White House that 
there wouldn't be any conflicts to worry 
about. I couldn't wait to see the faces of 
all those conservatives who felt betrayed 
by a nominee they didn't know. 
A.nd what did he do? He came 
vip "witla M\to. So \ ZLTTV dtepxessed.. "Be­
cause what can be said? Well of course 
he's a conservative, the Republicans 
are in control and they are 
conservative. Don't get me 
wrong, I am unhappy with 
Chief Justice Roberts, and I 
am certain I will be unhappy 
with a Justice Alito, but 
come on, we lost the elec­
tion, we don't get to choose 
the Justices if we don't win 
the White House. If we want 
to win these battles we need 
to get out the vote and win 
some elections. The Democrats are in 
the minority. When you are in the mi­
nority you don't get to make the rules, 
you don't get to set the agenda, and you 
don't get to appoint the judges. 
Democrats have won a total of 
five presidential elections 
in the last fifty years. It 
stands to reason that 
most of the Supreme 
Court Justices would be 
appointees of Repub­
lican administrations. 
We like to think we lib­
erals have four justices, 
but two of the so-called 
liberal justices are Re­
publican appointees. No 
wonder the conservatives 
want assurances that 
they won't be giving us 
another one. 
I listen to the rhet­
oric about the "main­
stream," and it just frus-
trates me. It is disin­
genuous to talk about the 
mainstream for two reasons. For one, 
no one who is a likely candidate to be 
nominated to the Supreme Court is in 
anything resembling the mainstream. If 
you have an Ivy League education you 
are by definition not part of the main­
stream. If you have risen to the top of 
of their choice, constrained only by 
their own revul­
sion. Who are 
we kidding, if the 
Democrats were 
in this situation 
they would be 
putting forth the 
most liberal nomi­
nee they could get 
away with. 
This brings 
us to the interest 
groups: They are 
usually no more 




date Senators with 
phone calls and 
emails expressing 
Aeir views. Abortion, gun control 
gay rights, religious freedom, death 
penalty, with them or against them, that 
is all they want to know. 
MM Who cares if the nomi­
nee believes there should 
be an automatic weapon 
in every household, if 
he agrees with me about 
abortion? Who cares 
whether she thinks prayer 
should be mandatory in 
the schools, if she thinks 
I should be able to marry 
someone of the same sex? 
These myopic views have made the pro­
cess so congested and confused that the 
purpose of the hearings is lost. Sena­
tors should be able to ask questions of 
a nominee and determine their fitness 
to serve, but instead they are all trying 
to find out if they have 
something in common 
Hwith the nominee. It's 
like C-SPAN's version 
of The Bachelor. 
So the Senators 
will posture and they 
will fight, they might 
filibuster and they might 
exercise the nuclear op­
tion. But the bottom 
line is that Bush has 
found a nominee who is 
confirmable. That is all 
he needed to do, even if 
he should have tried to 
do more. So they will 
confirm him, and we 
^••• will have to deal with 
the consequences of a 
Republican controlled 
government until the day when the 
pendulum starts to swing back in our 
direction. 
When the President reluctantly 
withdrew his nomination of White House 
Counsel Harriet Miers, many liberals 
around the country rejoiced, citing it as a 
symbol of a severely weakened and soon 
insignificant President, beleaguered by 
scandals around him as every 2nd term 
President has been in 
the last 50 years. Con­
servatives also rejoiced, 
citing it as a symbol 
party interest groups for the 'intense hype,' 
urging them to calm down and "wait for 
the hearings." Red state Democrats Sens. 
Ben Nelson (D-NE) and Tim Johnson (D-
ND) have described Alito as a "moderate 
jurist" and a "knowledgeable individual 
with high level legal skills." Sen. Frank 
Lautenberg (D-NJ) in-
BY TONY COTTO troduced Alito to the 







Who are we 
kidding, if the 
Democrats were 
in this situation 
they would be 
putting forth 
the most liberal 
nominee they 
could get away 
with. 
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of the 
American Constitutional Society. • 
they had not been forsaken by the White 
House, that the President's "4th and Goal" 
interception had been called back on a 
penalty. The President would get another 
chance to deliver on the crucial play at the 
goal line to score 
one for the Ameri­
can people intent 
on reining in the 
Judiciary. 
And deliver 
he did, in the form 
of Judge Samuel 
Alito from the 3rd 
Circuit Court of 
Appeals. By now 
most of you will 
have read more 
about him than 
I can cover here, 
so I will go with 
the super-abbrevi­
ated version: Born 
and raised in New 
Jersey by working-
class immigrant 
parents, Princeton undergrad, Yale Law 
School, 15 years with the Department of 
Justice in about every capacity possible 
(of particular note, the stint as a federal 
prosecutor going after some of the most 
dangerous mobsters in the Northeastern 
corridor), and for the last 15 years serv­
ing on the 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals, 
where he is known by his colleagues and 
the attorneys who appear in his courtroom 
as thoughtful, polite, considerate, and 
most importantly principled. A humble, 
church-going family man, Judge Alito has 
suddenly been thrust into the whirlwind of 
the storm that is the contemporary judicial 
confirmation. 
The President's nomination of Judge 
Alito, combined with the Senate's deci­
sion to hold off on hearings until January, 
brings us to an eerie calm before the storm 
that surely lies ahead. 
Senate Players 
As is to be expected, the rhetoric 
has been turned up several notches by 
extremist Senate Democrats as they dust 
off t heir anti-Roberts talking points. The 
nomination has been called "needlessly 
provocative," (Leahy, D-VT) , "very trou­
bling" (Schumer, D -NY), "only made to 
meet the demands of the radical right-
wing" (Reid, D-NV), and 
everyone's favorite auto-
expert Sen. Kennedy 
(D-MA) believes it will 
"place at risk decades 
of American progress." 
A recent DNC hit-piece 
memo that was leaked to 
conservative bloggers at 
redstate.org said Alito is 
"hostile to immigrants, 
civil liberties, and repro­
ductive rights." These 
claims are unfounded, 
and thankfully, moderate 
Democrats in the Senate 
seem to recognize that. 
Even Sen. Feinstein (D-CA), who 
voted against Chief Justice Roberts, has 
chastised her fellow Democrats and third-
Even Sen. Feinstein 
has chastised her 
fellow Democrats 
and third-party 
interest groups for 
the 'intense hype,' 
urging them to calm 
down and "wait for 
the hearings." 
cause he is "impartial, thoughtful, and 
fair." Isn't this exactly what we should 
want on the bench? How can leftists op­
pose this? 
Interest Group Venom 
It would be disingenuous for me to 
say that the only interest groups lobbying 
forcefully on judicial confirmations are on 
the left; they are not—the Committee for 
Justice, the Coalition for a Fair Judiciary, 
and the Judicial Confirmation Network 
are just a sampling of groups on the right 
who have built up war chests for an all 
out fight to confirm nominees. What is 
not disingenuous for me to say, though, is 
that the character assassinations and philo­
sophical mischaracterizations of judicial 
nominees historically comes only from 
the left. The three-headed monster People 
for the American Way, The Alliance for 
Justice, and the Leadership Conference 
on Civil Rights have mastered the art of 
attacking judicial nominees with the same 
tired cliches: "Out of the mainstream," 
"extremist," and "rolling back the clock." 
From their vicious guerilla tactics used 
to derail Robert Bork's Supreme Court 
nomination in 1986 to their recent assault 
on Carolyn Kuhl's nomination to the 9th 
Circuit, these groups are very powerful and 
very successful at keeping conservatives off 
the federal bench. 
These groups are a poison to a demo­
cratic government. They raise massive 
amounts of money from extremists who 
think Judges should be policymakers and 
then seek to portray themselves as "main­
stream." They use scare tactics to make 
the American people think their liberties 
are in danger, and most importantly they 
whisper threats in the ears of public of­
ficials who are not on board with their 
agenda. "Senators who voted for John 
Roberts will one day regret their vote," 
threatened Wade Henderson of the LCCR. 
Ralph Neas (PFAW) and Nan Aron (AFJ) 
have expressed the same sentiment. 
We can expect the standard plays 
from the liberal groups' playbooks to be 
employed against Judge Alito. They will 
portray his rulings as unsympathetic and 
ignore his adherence to the law. They will 
attack his dissents as radical and claim he 
wants to impose right-wing policy prefer­
ences on America. They will isolate sen­
tences from his opinions, take them out of 
context, and read them 
at press conferences and 
in closed-door meetings 
with liberal Senators. 
They will do their best to 
demonize a good man. 
They will do all these 
things, and they will 
ultimately fail. Get your 
umbrellas out everyone, 
the storm is coming. 
Tony Cotto is a 3L at 
G W-Law and the Assistant 
Director of the Republican 
National Lawyers' As­
sociation. The opinions 
expressed herein are his own and do not reflect 
the position of the Republican National Law­
yers' Association. • 
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OPINIONS 
Letters To The Editor 
To the Editors, 
I've been really impressed with the quality of the Nota Bene newspaper 
since I arrived at GW this fall. Congrats on good work. 
This newspaper has obviously high standards. Those standards mean that 
you should not tolerate plagiarism in your pages. You could make a brave 
stand on behalf of a clear principle by firing Eric Koester from the newspa­
per. 
We budding lawyers have been drilled ceaselessly with the principle that 
you never, never, ever pass off someone else's work as your own. (I feel 
like I've already signed dozens of sheets of paper to that effect in my two 
months here.) For Koester, a highly accomplished law student and the head 
of our Student Bar Association, to claim that he didn't know that compos­
ing his entire newspaper column via the "cut and paste" function on his 
computer constituted plagiarism is simply not credible. It is not possible 
that Koester thought that "Ctrl-C" was an appropriate way to compose an 
entire newspaper column. And even if he was, somehow, ignorant of this, 
we were all warned very clearly at the beginning of the year that ignorance 
of the Academic Integrity Code is not a defense to cheating. It should not 
be a defense to plagiarism at a newspaper, either. 
Furthermore, Koester says that his plagiarism was not motivated by a 
desire to cheat, but by laziness. I accept that fully. But plagiarism is not 
defined by an "evil heart" or a "wicked purpose" or any of those mens rea 
terms that Prof. Kerr likes to talk about. All the plagiarists that have made 
the news in recent years — Stephen Glass, Jayson Blair, Doris Kearns 
Goodwin - were motivated by laziness, not wickedness. And I am quite 
sure that "laziness," as an excuse, would not save any of us from expul­
sion were we caught cutting and pasting without citation on any law school 
work. 
Before I came to law school, I was a reporter, and if I had slapped my 
name on a story copied from the Internet, I would have been out on the 
street before you could say "strict liability." 
I admire GW for its commitment to academic honor. Your newspaper does 
our law school no credit by calling Koester's egregious behavior "exem­
plary," followed by a limp "Don't do it" for the rest of us. If you send a 
message that you tolerate plagiarism, plagiarism is exactly what you'll get. 
Are your readers to wonder, from now on, what other columns and sto­
ries in your paper are "borrowings"? Are we to wonder if a plagiarist who 
didn't happen to be SBA president would have been dealt a harsher punish­
ment? 
Fire Eric Koester and send a message that academic integrity at GW is 
more than a slogan at the bottom of our LRW homework. 
Very respectfully, 
Eric L. Klein 
1L Section 12 
To the Editor, 
Before Nota Bene or the powers that be spill any more ink retracting, 
apologizing for, or criticizing Eric Koester's recent "Badgering the 
Witness" column, I think everybody should take a deep breath. 
As far as I can tell, the only time anyone reads Nota Bene is during 
a 5 or 10 minute trip to the bathroom, and even then I'm pretty 
sure "cost" and "availability" have a great deal more to do with 
readership than the paper's Pulitzer Prize-worthy reports on the Dell 
Purchasing Program or the Renovations of Lisner Hall. 
"Badgering the Witness" is consistently the funniest and most 
entertaining column in the entire publication. In fact, without 
Eric's writing, I'm not sure anyone would ever bother going to the 
bathroom in the law school. Keep up the good work, Eric. 
Stephen McBrady 
3L 
Editor's Note: The piece on the Renovations of Lisner Hall was 
written hv none other than Eric Koester. 
Board Editorial 
Not an Endorsement, but... 
Let us be clear. Nota Bene does 
not have an opinion on abortion, gay 
marriage, or even federalism. But we 
do at least try to have a little com­
mon sense. 
Samuel Alito has been a Circuit 
Court judge for 15 years. He has 
been an ass istant Solicitor General. 
He has been a deputy assistant to the 
Attorney General. He has argued 12 
cases before the Supreme Court and 
has even been an adjunct constitu­
tional law professor at Seton Hall. 
By all accounts, he is a mild 
mannered, even tempered human be­
ing. He is qualified to be a Supreme 
Court Justice. And if qualifica­
tions have any significance in this 
process, he should be confirmed. 
Senators should of 
course vote their 
consciences, but 
perhaps they should 
consider keeping 
their consciences 
away from K Street 
for the next couple 
of months. 
Will he change 
the ideology of the 
Court? U nquestion­
ably. But so what? 
Those that claim that ^^umm 
the Court should re­
main ideologically 
balanced do not usually offer much 
in support of this argument, probably 
because there is nothing in support. 
If John Kerry were elected, 
perhaps we at the Law School would 
be celebrating Chief Justice Guido 
Calabresi's willingness to judge 
Van Vleck. Would he, having re­
placed Chief Justice Rehnquist, have 
changed the ideology of the Court? 
Should we really 
wish something 






Of course. And he would have de­
served 95 Senate votes. 
And should we really wish 
something akin to the ideologically 
dysfunctional Rehnquist court on 
another generation? Do all those 
plurality and 5-4 opinions cut a 
clear path for Congress and the 
lower courts (not to mention law 
students)? 
The Rehnquist Court was a 
court unsure of itself. The Roberts 
Court, with the help of Justice Alito, 
should improve in this area. 
Of course, ideology must play 
a role in the confirmation process. 
We believe the question for Senators 
should not be whether a nominee 
is liberal or conser-
vative, but whether 
they are likely to 
let ideology trump 
reason (or stare de­
cisis). 
If the Presi­
dent had nominated 
Judges William Pry-
or or Janice Rogers 
Brown, there would 
be just cause for 
alarm for both liber­
als and conservatives 
Hwho believe in the 
limited role of the 
iedexa.\ yu.d"\CAa.Y-y. 
Judge Alito does not pose the 
same risks, however, because he does 
not share their temperament. And 
though he is solidly conservative, he 
does not, at least yet, seem overly 
ideological. 
That said, we are not endorsing 
Judge Alito as our pick for the Su­
preme Court. We are simply saying 
he should be confirmed. • 
Nota Bene 
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ODDS AND ENDS 
3 d A 1 • S 1 0 1 d • s o y 
3 IN V N 3 1 y 3 1 v a 1 V 
N 1 M 1 1 1 V d 3 H 1 M 3 H D 
X 1 3 1 a y v • V d 0 s 
I H S V y i • s a V Nl 
W 3 1 1 o • • 3 a n 1 1 1 V 1 
V 1 3 y 0 1 3 A V i s V IN V 
a 1 A v • 3 1 H 0 S H 9 n 
V 1 V • A a V s 3 A 3 1 s 
3 d V d X V M y 3 H S n 
la d V i 3 a V y 1 1 
3 1 X N V 9 N i a Is 0 s 
d V y 3 H 1 i V 3 a • V S y n 
O 1 o o • 3 i 1 y v X V 3 i 
N 3 IN V * * S i 1 V d V d 
XMVT8 3HX MNVia 
Blank The Blank 
Across 
1 Hem ingway 
5 Speculative 
10 Prayer ending 
14 Unauthorized disclosure 
15 J azz man Shaw 
16 Visit 
1 7 Major 
18 Go free 
20 Distress signal 
21 Singer Crosby 
22 Joint 
23 Barter 
25 Marie Furman's employer 
27 Theater guide 
29 Kitchen aid 
33 Strainer 
34 Woefully 
35 Precedes mode or carte 
36 Yuks ! 
37 Santiago's holder 
38 Enthusiastic 
39 Doctors' org. 
40 Sally Hemmings, e.g. 
41 TV's Van Susteren 
42 North or south locator 
44 Beaver's cousin 
45 Collars 
46 Debris 
48 Up to now 
51 Dry 
52 Organization member 
55 Gab 
58 Minnesota player 
59 Verdi's work 
60 Spooky 
61 Christen 




1 Strong point 
2 Aviation prefix 
3 Take up a collection 
4 Alias:Abrev 
Crossword 101 
By Ed Canty 






6 Girl of song 
7 Bachelor party 
8 Ditty bag 
9 However 
10 Order of business 
11 Mindy's friend 
12 And others 
13 No way ! 
19 Glad 
21 Unpainted 




28 Greek letter 
29 Relinquish 
30 Make easier 
31 High society 
32 Cpl. Walter O'Reilly to 
friends 
34 Herring-like fishes 
37 Follows tennis or golf 
38 Buchwald & others 
40 Initiate 
41 Egg on 
43 To a certain extent 
46 Distinguishing feature 
47 Ceremonies 
48 Simba's uncle 
49 Buckeye State 
50 Greenspan and others 
51 Hairdo 
53 Walk lamely 
54 Hinge joint 
56 Groovy 
57 Snakelike fish 
58 Explosive 
Quotable Quote 
It is better to keep 
your mouth closed 
and let people think 
you are a fool than to 
open it and remove 
all doubt. 
• • • Mark Twain 




Sam Alito may n ot be the heartthrob that John 
Roberts is, but he can fix your modem. 
Taurus 
After you attempted to make out with half of The 
Ambiguously Gay Duo at the Halloween party, you 
discovered that it's not really ambiguous at all. 
Ge mini 
Your decision to go to the Halloween party as a 
Japanese schoolgirl would hav e been much more 
interesting if you w eren't Japanese, a girl, and in 
school. 
Cancer 
Finals are coming, and you're screwed. 
Leo 
Although you are enjoying the weather as of late, 
you can't help but think that"... I'll just end up 
walkin' in th e unusually warm No vember Rain" jus t 
doesn't quite have the same ring to it. 
Virgo 
You were surprised that Justice Ginsburg repeat­
edly referred to the late Chief Justice as "the 
Hubbster" during her talk at the Law Review Sym­
posium. 
Libra 
You wi ll survive finals only thanks to information 
gleaned from a fascinating Washingtoninan article 
on the DC prostitution industry. 
Scorpio 
Although you enjoyed the U2 concert, you could 
have done without all the politics. Come on - fight­
ing AID S, alleviating poverty, ending slavery? Such 
political BS. 
Sagittarius 
The news that your best friend has just gotten 
engaged has really put your life info perspective. It 
may also end it. 
Capricorn 
No, the fact that the CDO still hasn't gotten you 
a job does not justify a weeklong rampage of car 
burnings. 
Aquarius 
"I was in law school" is no excuse for not getting 
laid for three years. See Libra. 
Pisces 
Visit the Note Bene website at notabenegw.com. It 
will bring you luck. 
